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ABSTRACT
Public participation has become a key element of many planning processes in Canada.
However, results from participatory exercises are often mixed and not as useful as
anticipated. As public participation is frequently viewed as an end in itself, identification
of objectives for participatory exercises have been neglected. As well, given the dynamic
nature of public participation, improved techniques are needed to address the
participation objectives now emerging. Identification of clearer objectives and
development of improved techniques must be an on-going task for planning practitioners.

Four elements of an effective participatory technique for emerging participation
objectives were drawn from the literature. The elements of the technique include:
1) providing participants with the opportunity to develop considered judgement; 2)
making decision-making values explicit and providing people with opportunities to shift
their preferences; 3) challenging old decision-making assumptions; and 4) allowing
participants to find common ground despite issue-based divisions.

The future scenario approach is a technique from business management that uses
narratives of alternate futures to test out different decision possibilities. The Iiterature
implies that the technique possesses the above four elements, yet there is no critical
analysis of scenario use in public participation.
For this practicum research, a demonstration of scenario-use in a citizen-based decisionmaking context was conducted in the Fort Rouge community of Winnipeg to test and
evaluate the technique. The demonstration addressed questions of workshop timing,
necessary preconditions, possible benefits and types of issues suitable for the technique.
An unanticipated scenario-use workshop with planners provided helpful confirmation and
feedback on project findings.

The demonstration project suggests the scenario technique has a number of useful
attributes for citizen-based decision-making which exceed the four elements originally
identified. The technique demonstrates a suitability for participatory groups consisting
of people with conflicting interests and opinions, and different areas of competence and
knowledge. In addition, the technique helps participants to propose realistic solutions to
problems and make sound decisions by questioning old decision-making assumptions,
reframing problems, contextualizing issues, addressing future uncertainty and managing
complex information.

The demonstration project showed that the following preconditions are necessary for
successful implementation of the technique: 1) presence of a distinct planning process;
2) cle2r roles for everyone involved in the process; 3) a committed group of citizens; 4)
mutually agreed upon def,rnitions of the key terms being used; 5) identification of the
specific issue(s) to be addressed; and 6) a basic knowledge, possessed by alt participants,
of the issue(s).
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INTRODUCTION TO THE RESBARCH PROJECT

1..1

Trm RTsBARcH Co¡vrsrr: Pu¡lrc PmncperroN

Public participation has been a part of Canadian planning processes for over thirty years
(Perks

&

Jamieson 1991), and is viewed by many as a key attribute of a democratic

society (Grant 1994, Fischer 1990, Thornley 1977). In recent years civil involvement

in all levels of government decision-making in

Canada and the United States, especially

at the local levels, has become the norm rather than the exception (Grant 1994,
Friedmann 1993). Yet, despite an extensive history of use, public participation remains

for many a disheartening process producing unsatisfying results (Grant 1994, Kemble
lgg2, Forester 1989, Alexander 1986, Glass 1979, Arnstein 1969). Public participation
is often criticized as being costly and ineffective in assisting the diff,rcult choices faced
by all levels of decision-makers today (Seelig 1995, Kembie 1992).

It is essential

that public input remain relevant in the political process (Fischer i990).

Effective government decisìon-making should consist of both technical reasoning and
normative reasoning (Taylor 1992, Fischer 1990, Yankelovich 1991); normative
reasoning is most often gained through public participation processes (Yankelovich 1991,

Fischer 1990). Planners are frequently responsible for facilitating participatory
processes, especially

in the urban setting (Thornley 1977), they must therefore continue

to develop and ref,ine planning techniques for improving public input.
There is extensive discussion about the pu¡pose of public participation in the planning

literature (Grant 1994, Kemble 1992, Kubinski 1992, Forester 1989, Alexander 1986,

Thornley 1977, Arnstein 1969). To a large degree the discussion focuses on

the

theoretical topic of power distribution. The assumption being that the presence of public
participation indicates some devolution of central control. Arnstein (1969) was the first

to discuss public participation from this perspective but many have followed her lead.
While discussion of participatory processes must address the issue of power distribution,

planners must additionally deal

with practical and procedural

issues

to

facilitate

participatory processes that are meaningful and effective for all involved. To this end,
discussion must move beyond theories of why citizens should be involved in government

decision-making,

to addressing how it v/ill occur and to determine the appropriate

techniques for specific contextual objectives (Susskind 1995, Williams 1995,I-awn 1993,

Sands 1993, Yankelovich 1992 &. 199I, Connor 1988, Nutt and Backoff L987, Glass
1979, Runyan 1977). Without this type of discussion public participation

will remain a

disappointing endeavour for both planning practitioners and participants.

Jill Grant (1994), a Canadian planning theorist,

suggests that

public participation is

a

concept that is easily advocated but difficult to put into practice. Responses from Fort

Rouge citizens and planners who were interviewed for this practicum research are in
agreement with Grant's sentiment. Those interviewed indicated that they also have faced

problems and frustrations with current public participation practices.

In

spite of

increasingly intensive attempts to elicit public ideas and opinions, those interviewed
indicated that neither participants nor planners were satisfied with current participatory
procedures or outcomes.

A survey of participatory problems

has indicated that the participatory techniques

available to planners are limited, especially considering the growing expectations of
citizens, politicians and the government for what is to be accomplished through public

participation. Four elements of an effective participatory technique to address

these

growing expectations were distilled from the public participation literature. These
elements

1.

will

assist

in the evaluation of current and new

techniques:

Participation processes often do not provide the time and the means for the participant

to work through the key issues. A new participatory technique should prompt
participants to develop a well thought-out opinion or "considered judgement" about
the question at hand (Yankelovich 1991).

2.

Given that planning decisions are rareiy value free (Grant 1994), a new participatory

technique should make decision-making values explicit and provide people with non-

threatening opportunities to shift their preferences.

3. Assumptions that underlie decision-making

at ail levels are seldom made explicit

(Grant 1994). New participatory techniques should illuminate decision-making
assumptions and test them for contextual relevancy.

4. Participants, often divided by conflicting interests, need a process that helps them to

find common ground and resolve the issues at hand. A technique which makes
provisions for this type of issue-based conflict is needed to prevent the possible
derailment of participatory processes (Martz 1995).

L.2

AN hsrnonucrloN To

rlm Frm-nr ScrNeruo TrcrrytQu¡

The future scenario technique, initially developed in the business management f,reld, holds

promise for planners who facilitate communication in participatory environments. The

future scenario technique uses a set of comprehensive and focused descriptions of
alternate futures called scenarios (Schoemaker 1993). The set of scenarios are based on

specific assumptions about relevant social, political, economic, technological,

and

environmental trends and their complex interactions (Walter and Choate i984). They are

often presented in a coherent narrative

form.

Contrary to appearances, scenarios are

more than just science fiction; they are based on analysis of present reality and built
around carefully constructed plots. The scenario technique can be used for stimulating
learning, pre-decision analysis and decision-making (Schoemaker 1993, Schwartz

I99I,

Brewer 1986, Wack 1985a). People who use the technique find that scenarios
change assumptions about the future and help create new concepts

can

of what is possible

(Schwartz 199i, Wack 1985a).

As described in business management as well as other fields, the future scenario
technique thrives

in situations that have complex information, future uncertainty
^J

and

diversity of perspectives among participants (Schwartz I99I, Brewer 1986, Wack 1985a

& 1985b). Implicit values

are rendered transparent, old decision-making assumptions are

challenged, and the contextual approach
atmosphere (Schoemaker 1993, Schwartz

of the technique

promotes

a

collaborative

I99I, Brewer 1986, Wack 1985a &

1985b).

The benefit of using a set of scenarios is their comparative value. Each scenario in a set
presents a focused description of a fundamentally different future (Schoemaker 1993).

In reality, the future will most likely contain elements of all of the scenarios in the set,
but the effect of creating separate distinct futures is that the choices open to decisionmakers become more evident (Schwartz I99I).

1.3

Trß

RESEARCH

PRonmiu, Punposr AND OBJEcrrvEs:

Is rrm Ftm-nr

ScnNmro TtscmrQue UsBru- FoR PLANNERS?
Future scenarios have already been used in some participatory planning processes in
Canada, such as Vancouver's CityPlan and Calgary's GoPlan (City of Vancouver 1994

&" 1995; City of Calgary 1992 e. I994a). These were large scale public "visioning"
exercises. Unfortunately, there has been little evaluation of the scenario technique in the
community planning literature.

The ability of future scenarios to address the four elements of effective participatory
techniques, listed above, needs

to be

demonstrated and evaluated. Participatory

objectives for which the future scenario technique is iuitaUte also need to be examined

in specific planning contexts.
The purpose of the practicum research is to examine the future scenario technique and
evaluate its current and potential use in public participation in a local planning process.

More specif,rcally, the aim will be to demonstrate the benefits of using scenarios in
specific local planning process. The demonstration
necessary preconditions

a

will also serve to help identify the

for successful implementation of the scenario approach in small

group participation at the neighbourhood planning level.

The major objectives of the practicum are:

1.

to interview key

informants, both citizens and planners, involved

in citizen

participation in a Winnipeg community to identify the perceived gaps or shortcomings
that a scenario approach could address;

2. to write future scenarios for a selected public participation process being conducted
at the neighbourhood level; and

3. to demonstrate and evaluate the scenario approach in an existing City of Winnipeg
neighbourhood planning process.

L.4

Trre RrsrARcH Focus: Fecu.rrnrr.Ic

PARTICIPATORY PNOCBSSNS AT TIIE

NmcrrsouRrrooD LEvEL
The pragmatic nature of this practicum research can be characterized as a planner's
perspective. The reason for this focus is that it is usually the planner who is responsible

for facilitating participatory processes. The scenario demonstration project conducted for

this research used the

resources

that aÍe typically available to

a

community/neighbourhood planner. The aim being to contribute to and enhance local
planning practice.

From the outset, the focus of this research has been:

a.n eva.luation

of the future scenario

technique in the facilitation of pa.nicipatory processes in plannin.g. As a result of the
demonstration case, the participatory objective: to fa.cilitate th.e role of citizen-based
decision.-makin

g, was

added.

This practicum was conducted at the neighbourhood planning level. At this level one is

able to witness the passion and commitment of citizens to their community environment
and that which matters most to them (Mart¿ 1995). One of the essential aspects of the

planner's role at the neighbourhood level is to facilitate participatory processes to ensure
that citizens have input into City decisions which affect them directly.

1.5

A MrrsODOLOcy

FOR DEMONSTRATING AND EvALUATING TrrE USE OF

ScrNmros IN RßLrc PenrrcPerroN
The methodology developed for this practicum was informed by "Communicative Action"

in planning (Innes 1995, Healy 1992, Forester i989). The basis for Communicative
Action theory is actual planning practice where theory is'not separated from practice.
The preferred approach is interpretive inquiry rather than deductive analysis. Because
context is essential to planning practice, the narrative style is usually selected to present
specif,rc case material (Healy 1992).

The demonstration case in this practicum draws upon the Communicative Action
theorists' style of inquiry. The techniques employed in the practicum methodology are
qualitative, providing reflective and contextual analysis and evaluation. The focus of the
practicum is on the pragmatic issue of how planners can facilitate better communication

in public participation through the use of future scenarios as a technique for

social

learning.

The methods employed in this practicum include: a literature review, key informant
interviews, a survey of existing examples of scenario use in public participation,
demonstration project where

a futu¡e

a

scenario workshop was conducted, focused

interviews, and a presentation to planners of the f,rndings of the practicum research.
Figure one illustrates a "reflective" description of the sequence in which these methods
were employed.

Figure 1: An Outline of the Process Used to Demonstrate the Scenario Approach at
the Neigbbourhood Level.
Problem ldentification
Literature review
Survey of existing examPles
Key ínformant interviews
I

I
ldentified "four elements" of
an effective participatory technique

I
Determined the need for demonstration
of the scenario technique

Select second iteration of
demonstration Project
Select first demonstration
project

I

¿

Process context determined

I

I
Key informant interviews

I

I
Additional information from
focused interviews

I

¿

I

Social and Process
context determined

I
Demonstration of technique
Wrote scenarios
Desígned workshoP
Conducted workshoP

I

I
Cancelled demonstration

project
I
I

I

¡

I

Evaluation of technique
D eb riefed P a rtic iPa n t s

Revelations

lnterviewed MNVCRP staff
Applied "four elements"

Conducted workshoP for Planners
Confírmed Problems of citizen'
based decision'making
Presented the scenarío technigue
I

tI
ldentified necessary preconditions &
benefits of scenario technique
I

I
Summarized lessons learned
from demonstration
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The research process used to produce this practicum did not follow a sequential set of
steps established at the beginning

emerged during the course

of the project. Rather, the steps and methodology

of the research

process, responding to opportunities and

problems as they arose.

The process employed was primarily inductive. To use Innes' (1995) term, it was a
"learn by doing and experiencing" endeavour, that produced qualitative and contextual
results. While the focus of the inquiry remained constant, becoming sharper through the
process, the methods for the study changed as the research progressed. The nature of

the topic and the fact that the practicum research was conducted with human beings
demanded a flexible and responsive research design.

1.6

OncemznrroN oF r¡m Docurmvr

This document is organized into hve chapters. Chapter two reviews the current state of
public participation, presents the results of key informant interviews conducted in Fort
Rouge and identifies seven objectives of public participation. The four elements of an
improved participation technique, presented earlier, are further defined. As well, chapter

two describes the future scenario technique in more detail and uncovers the potential
planning benefits of its use.

Chapter three focuses on the selection

of

the demonstration project. The chapter

provides a survey of how scenarios have already been used in public participation .and
presents information gleaned from the literature with respect to those examples. Initial

demonstration project preparations, including key informant interviews and

a social

profile, are presented for the Fort Rouge area. Chapter three discusses the circumstances
surrounding the cancellation

of the initial

demonstration project, and presents key

findings that lead to the second demonstration iteration.

Chapter four presents the demonstration process with the Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident

Committee. It describes the implementation of the scenario technique in a citizen-based
decision-making process at the neighbourhood level. The chapter presents the evaluation

of the scenario

technique made by the participants and planners

describes a subsequent scenario use workshop

I

involved. It

also

conducted for planners.

Chapter five presents conclusions and implications drawn from the first and second
iterations

of the demonstration project. The

chapter describes why, when, and how

planners should use scenarios, and what they can expect to gain from implementing the
technique in citizen-based decision-making at the neighbourhood level.

2

THE STATE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND THE
POTENTIAL ROLE OF FUTTIRE SCENARIOS

This chapter presents an overview of public participation in planning, including
definitions, a brief theoretical review of the concept, a discussion of objectives and
appropriate techniques, and descriptions of the problems faced in participatory processes.

Four elements of an effective participatory technique are discussed, focusing on citizenbased decision-making.

Future scenarios are suggested as a method for addressing some of the diff,rculties faced
by planners and participants involved in participatory processes. The benefits of scenario

use, identified primarily in the management literature, indicate that the technique could
possibly assist the planner in facilitating participatory processes. A review of how future
scenarios have figured in planning thought and practice to date indicates that scenario use

is not entirely new to the held of planning. However, there is little discussion of the use

of scenarios in participatory environments no¡ of the implementation of the technique'
The chapter concludes with the identification of the need for a demonstration case, in
which the scenario technique could be implemented and evaluated.

2.L

Pusr-rc Pe,nncpnrroN

It is an overgeneralized
results (Glass 1979). It is

The definition of public participation in the literature is broad.

term which incorporates a myriad of structures and possible

also inherently complicated because of its political nature. The dehnition ranges from

a simple form of exercising the democratic right to vote, to more elaborate forms such
as direct citizen involvement

in government decision-making (Grant 1994, Yankelovich

1991, Fischer 1990, Thornley 1977). The term public participation is also, perhaps,

becoming outmoded

as new terms for the concept arise such as:

citizen

involvement/participation, community-based planning, stakeholder processes etc.. While
some of these terms may denote varied levels of power sharing they all have a certain
10

similarity. Simply put, public participation lsa process that
between citizens, government bureaucracy, and politicians

enhances communication

in planning and decision-

making.

The concept of public participation evolved in Canada in the 1960's when citizens first
began to react directly against urban renewal projects destroying their neighbourhoods

(Grant 1994). I-ocally, this type of citizen activism emerged in Osborne Village in 1967
when the City proposed the widening and upgrading of Osborne Street to an express-way.

Once they were organized to fight, local residents and business owners were able to
successfully oppose the expropriation and destruction of half of Osborne Village.

Public participation has gone through many permutations over the years but it remains

an important aspect of Canadian civic involvement.

It has been argued that pubiic

participation became one of the most influential trends to have occurred in the Canadian

planning system in the 1970's and 1980's (Perks and Jamieson 1991).

2.1.1 A Synopsis of Public Participation

Theory

There are different perceptions of what public participation is, and what role the public
should play in planning and government decision-making. Arnstein (1969) developed the
idea that there are different levels of public participation- from "Nonparticipation" up to

"Degrees

of

participation

Tokenism" and "Degrees

is about shifting power,

of

Citizen

Power". For Arnstein,

public

therefore one's belief about which level of

participation is appropriate depends, to a great deal, on one's social and economic
position in society. It is also argued that the perceived ideal level of participation, and
the role of the planner in that participation, depends on one's ideological orientation and

perception of planning (Alexander 1986, Thornley 1977).

According to Grant (1994), different views on public participation relate back to people's
concepts

of democracy. There are two broad types of democracy: the representative

democracy type, which underlies the idea that the public is represented by elected

officials and therefore do not need to participate directly in decision-making; and the
11

participatory democracy type, which purports that citizens can and should participate
directty in government decision-making. Those in the second group would argue that

public participation is essential to the concept of participatory democracy because it
protects the politicat process from being guided solely by technical or factual reasoning -

as found

in instrumental rationality -

and ensures that the moral and ethical issues

involved in any government decision-making continue to be addressed (Tayior 1992,
Yankelovich 1991, Fischer 1990). It is often assumed that good decisions are based on
solid factual information, not opinions which have more to do with values and culture.
One might well question the use of public participation as a means to improve decision-

making when those with more knowledge and expertise in specific areas might do
"better"

job.

a

Frank Fischer (1990), John Friedmann (1987), and Daniel Yankelovich

(1991) discuss the importance

of blending expert knowledge (technical reason) with

public opinion (normative reason) when making political decisions. Yankelovich (1991)
recognizes considered judgement, an advanced form of public opinion, as a genuine mode

of knowing but acknowledges that it often challenges the "culture of technical control".
Taylor (1989) writes that normative reasoning is most often developed in dialogue with

others. Not only does public participation involve communication with government
decision-makers but

it also includes discussion between participants and ideally leads to

a mutual learning process (Yankelovich 1991, Fischer 1990). Planners should facilitate

public participation processes that promote the development of what Yankelovich calls
"considered judgement", which is essentially public opinion that has been developed in

an environment where discussions about normative issues can take place (Yankelovich
1991) and citizens can communicate meaningfully with each other (Forester 1989).

2.1.2 Public Participation

Challenges in Planning Practice

Despite differing ideologies of public participation, it has become entrenched in planning
processes; public participation

is now the expected norm in a majority of

Canadian

municipalities and regions (Grant 1994). As a result there are numerous examples of

public involvement

in governmental decision-making from the Local Round

Table

processes on environmental and sustainability issues in British Columbia, Manitoba, and

T2

Ontario, to citizen involvement in transportation plans in Calgary and Winnipeg.
While public involvement in the government decision-making process over the past thirty
years has provided some unique solutions and allowed for contentious issues to be
resolved it has also been a source of disappointment for many who have been involved,
planners and the public

alike. This was the clea¡

message

from a set of key informant

interviews conducted in the summer of 1995 in the Fort Rouge community in Winnipeg.

V/hen questioned about public participation, community members and planners were
quick to respond with their frustrations. Not only have participants been disappointed

when their involvement has appeared

to be

"meaningless", despite complicated

participation exercises, but planners have also been somewhat perplexed
inconsequential results

by

of their inclusive initiatives. The following comments

the

were

gleaned from the key informant interviews with planners and community members in

Fort Rouge.

The General Problems oÍ Public Participation:

A Summary qf Key Informant

Responses

o

highly over-rated; can lead to false hopes
planners

will always be criticized, no matter what they do

can often be tokenism; elaborate processes without political commitment or money
will never be effective
need to improve the quality of public participation

if

people are not unhappy they
opinions

will not get involved; people get tired of giving their

o

there is a lack of public engagement

o

public participation at the local level is the most productive

o

there must be an opportunity for the public to take ownership

.

a transfer of povier is crucial
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.

people want their opinions heard and they want feedback

o

newer techniques focus the public's response and make
making

o

easy to get a response for single issues but more diff,rcult to get public direction on
broader topics

o

the public view of their experience is important

o

community members have a right to define their community

o

public processes tend to be confrontational

it

more valuable for decision

Key informants also had some interesting insights about public participation in the context

of their own community, Fort Rouge.
Puhl.ic Participation in Fort Rouge: A Summary qf Key Informan.t Respon.ses

o

people do care and
each other

will rally about a cause; conflicts allow people to get to know

.

there are fighters and there are builders in the community

.

knowing your neighbours makes you care more, there is a support system;
know your neighbours you do not have to f,rght to keep people involved

.

the bureaucracy is frustrating and not supportive; it is difhcult when you do not
understand the system; need a better liaison with the City

o

we need a core of sustained interest, this requires a mature community
community development work

o

the City is off loading responsibilities, the BIZ and residents are picking up the slack

.

the Earl Grey Neighbourhood Safety Association has had good success with

if

you

- requires

community involvement

.

a lot of people are afraid of change, you must show them what is possible

o

I\Vo of the people do most of the work; the same old faces are at atl of the meetings;
we live in a community and must assume ownership and community responsibility

l4

there will always be doers, they must encourage and allow others to participate and
there must be different levels of involvement possible

the community has come together over positive and negative issues; the M/WCRP
is positive as is streetscaping
people initially get involved over small issues but come to realize that there are much
larger things at stake

o

small business people often have similar concerns to residents, especially when they
are residents too

In part, these comments about public participation in the Fort Rouge community express
conf,rdence

in community members to get involved when there is a crisis. What is more

difficult to organize is an ongoing type of involvement. In addition there is a recognition
that different groups within the community have common interests which need to be
recognized. What also comes through in this sampling of comments is a frustration with
the participatory processes being used and the municipal system with which community
members must interact.

For the planner's part, there is still much confusion about which public participation
processes

to

use and what techniques to employ

in order to achieve the most

processes and results (Seelig 1995, Granr. 1994, Yankelovich

useful

1991). Criticism of

the

outcomes of public participation abounds. For example, Canadian planner and architect,

Roger Kemble (1992), argues that public participation is a long and expensive process

which is often irrelevant in light of the outcomes. He goes as far as to state that it is
only formalized rhetoric producing ineffective outcomes; in Kemble's experience, public
participation has simply served to legitimize real estate transactions.

One of the basic assumptions of this practicum project is that

it is possible to create a

public participation process that allows informed citizens to play a significant role in
deciding the future of their environments. In their recent book Collaborative l-eadership,

David Chrislip and Carl Larson present their collaborative premise:
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"There is a belief that if you bring the appropriaæ people together in constructive ways
with good information, they will create authentic visions and strategies for addressing the
shared concerns of the organizatson or community" (Chrislip & l¿rson 1994,14).

Public participation

in

planning and government decision-making

increasingly prevalent in North America (Friedmann 1993).

It would

is becoming

make sense then

to continue to develop and improve upon planning techniques that are appropriate for
people participating in planning and decision-making processes.

If

the planner is to play

an effective role in facilitating these processes, the discussion of public participation must

go beyond, but of course not ignore, the ideological theme of power sharing to practical
operational issues.

2.1.3

Seven Objectives of Public Participation

Part of the reason for the repeated disappointment with public participation processes is
that

it is often viewed

as an end

in itself rather than

as a means

to meet particular ends

(Glass 1979). Public participation is sometimes included in a project or process simply

it is required. All too often there is little thought for how the process should be
carried out to get the most useful results, or how to use the results at the end of the

because

process (Glass 1979). Consequently, participation techniques are often chosen at random

without a clear idea of the objectives to be achieved (Glass 1979). The indicator of
successful public participation is frequently based upon the number of participants, not

the quality of participation, or the effectiveness of the process (Yankelovich 1991)'

The success of a public participation program is linked directly to its design which should

reflect the desired objectives of the overall endeavour. It is these objectives that should
shape the public participation process and help the planner decide which techniques to

use. The list of participatory objectives which follows

has been drawn,

in part from

a

1979 article by James Glass on the relationship between the objectives and techniques in

public participation. The first four are directly from the Glass article and relate to more
consultative forms of participation. Three more objectives have been added to his list.

They are more direct forms of public involvement in shared decision-making. These
additions reflect the changing nature of public participation. It is becoming increasingly
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common for citizens to play a more direct role in public participation, consultation roles
are often no longer enough, nor are consultation techniques. The purpose of listing these

objectives is to acknowledge that public participation is a multifaceted concept and that

different objectives necessitate a variety of techniques. The seven specific objectives

include: information exchange, education &. support building, decision-making
supplement, representational

input, citizen-based decision-making,

citizen-based

visioning, and conflict resolution.

#1: Information Exchange This objective is focused on sharing information
Obiective
- -Jand getting feedback from the public in order to make effective decisions about projects,
plans or programs. The information sought from citizens is related to their opinions and

attitudes. This type of public participation is supposed to help avoid reactive conflicts
over proposed projects and programs. The theory is that project proponents can become
aware of, and act on, community concerns through a public participation process and
thereby reduce the range of disputed issues. Such understanding eventually translates

into savings related to the cost and duration of the approval process (Slovic 1993, Rowe

1992). This type of participation is relatively unstructured and open to all who wish to
attend.
Possibl.e tech.n.iques
meetin.gs,

to be used

public hearin

in.cl.ude:

drop-in cen.tres, open houses, n.eighbourhood

gs.

Objective #2: Education

&

Support Building For city and community plans to have any

success in being implemented they must have

if

public support, this is usually only possible

the public is somehow involved in the creation

of the plans (Hodge 1991).

The

purpose of this objective is to provide detailed information to a group of citizens about
a particular project or plan and garner their support for

it.

The details of the why and

how of the plan or project are also provided to the citizen group. This objective relies
on more structure¡i techniques because a def,rned community-wide representational group

of citizens is involved. The process usually consists of a series of meetings over time.
Examples of this objective in action are projects involving the location of solid waste and
hazardous waste disposal sites (Richards 1995).
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Possíble techn.iques to be used in.clude: citizen ad,visory groups, citizen review boards,

citizen taskforces, Iocal. round tables.

Objective #3: Decision-Making Supplement This objective refers to efforts designed to

provide individual citizens with an increased opportunity for input into the planning
process. Any planning technique used to achieve this objective must provide specific and
useful information for planners. The result is a data base of public perspectives which

are taken into the planner's

considerations along

with the regular technical

considerations, when drafting a plan or policy statement. This objective is concerned

mostly with a one-way flow of information from the citizen to the planner. Possible
techniques to be used include: nominal group process, an.a.Iysis of judgemen.t, volue
an.alysis.

Objective #4: Representational Input Citizens are consulted in such a way as to obtain

input that reflects the opinions and ideas of an entire community. The input is
representative in nature so that it can be generalized into a "citizen view" and then
incorporated into subsequent plans and programs. This objective also aims for a one-way

flow of information from the citizen to the planner.
Possibl.e techniques

to be used include:

surveys, in.terviews, referenrlums, delphi

processes.

Objective #5: Citizen-Based Decision-Making This objective refers to the involvement

of

citizens

in a longer term planning/decision-making

process that

will affect their

environment or lives directly. While the citizens often still do not have the final say,
they play a signifîcant role in providing recommendations to those who have the authority

to make decisions. This process also involves decision-making within the participant

group.

Citizens are provided with the technical information needed

for

effective

decision-making. This objective incorporates a two-way information flow that will allow
both citizens and planners to make appropriate and useful decisions. Ideally the citizen

planning group will be representative of their community. An example of this longer
term public planning process involving decision-making in a small representational group
18

is the Manitoba/Winnipeg Community Revitalization Program.
Possible techn.íques to be used: SWOT an.alysis, sticþ dot prioriza.tion, voting, consensus-

based decision-making, local. round tabl.e tech.niques, strategic planning techniques.

future scenarios are proposedfor this objective in this practicum).
Objective #6: Citizen-Based Visioning Just as objective #5 has emerged in planning
recently, so to has citizen-based visioning. This objective refers to a process whereby
citizens can communicate their ideas and opinions into a common vision for the future
a vision can guide plan

of their neighbourhood or community. Such

making, mission or

vision statements, or community strategies for the future. This type of participation can
take place in a small group or can include hundreds or thousands of people.
Possibl.e tech.n.iques to be used: Fu.ture sea.rch.es, sto.tegic planning processes, future
scen.a.rios.

Objective #7: Conflict Resolution When a dispute arises in a community over land use,
resource management, zoning, project development or many other issues, there are many
techniques available to resolve the conflict so that all

of the stakeholders involved

are

able to live with the outcome (Susskind 1995, Lawn 1993, Sands 1993). The primary
assumption of conflict resolution is that all who are affected by the decision have the

right to be involved in hnding a solution. It works because people have to communicate

with each other. The processes are usually more informal than the traditional legal
environment where conflicts have been solved in the past. The goal for the participants

is to f,rnd a common interest in resolving the conflict and a win/win situation where
everyone involved concedes something but at the same time comes to a resolution.that
is mutually acceptable. Government representatives usually participate as the facilit¿tors.

Possible techniques

to

use include negotia.tion, mediation, conflict resolution, and

consensus buil.ding.

It is clear that no single planning technique can satisfy all of the objectives. Glass (1979)
is emphatic that objectives of a given public participation program must be identif,red
before specific techniques can be selected.

If

I9

the participation objectives are not [aken

into consideration at the outset then the participation process results could be ineffectual.

2,1.4 Project Focus: Citizen-Based Decision-Making
For the purposes of this practicum project the focus of the ensuing research and critique

is the participatory objective #5, citizen-based decision-making and the role of future
scenarios. The original reason for this particular focus was that the demonstration
project which emerged for the practicum research had the objective of citizen-based

decision-making. Only later did

it

become evident that the scenario technique is

particularly useful for achieving the citizen-based decision-making objective in public
participation.

The emergence of the citizen-based decision-making objective is a response to increasing
pressures to involve people more directly in decision-making processes

The reasons for the development

of new decision-making

(Williams 1995).

objectives are fourfold,

according to Lesley Williams, planning consultant. The old types of decision-making
reserved strictly for government, have lead to increased conflict, and this conflict is
becoming too expensive to address with conventional litigation techniques. Second,
resources

of all kinds become

as

scarcer, people's positions become more entrenched.

Third, the sustainability ethic has made decision-making more difficult in that we must
balance social, environmental, and economic issues. Finally, the primacy of quality of
life

issues necessitates consultation in decision-making because these types

of issues

can

never be dealt with in a purely technical manner. They involve values and preferences

which must be provided by the people affected in the decision-making.

To recap, the characteristics of the citizen-based decision-making participation objective
includes two-way communication between planners and a defined group of participants
and communication between the participants themselves. The participants are called upon

to process information and to provide answers to planners rather than simply taking in
information or espousing their opinions. At the same time participants have greater
control over the process than in many of the other planning objectives, this entails more

flexibility on the planner's part. Participants may be involved over a longer period of
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time or in an intense workshop type process, but the commitment required is usually
signifircant.

The role of the planner in achieving the objective of citizen-based decision-making is to

facilitate communication and decision-making among the participants. This is often
achieved through the design of structured participation processes and implementation of
applicable planning techniques. Given the four reasons listed above for the new planning

objective, it is not surprising that Wiltiams also says that planners are in desperate need

of new decision-making tools and techniques (Williams

1995).

2.1.5 Four Elements of an Effective Participatory Technique
The foregoing literature review identifies a number of problems currently encountered

in participatory processes. In order to produce participatory processes which are more
productive and rewarding new
necessary

or improved

techniques are needed. Four elements

for effective participatory techniques have been drawn from the literature.

These elements relate to the quality of public participation and they are:

i)

participants are encouraged to develop considered judgement;

2) values are made
preferences;

explicit and participants are given the opportunity to shift

3) old decision-making

assumptions are challenged; and

in

4)

participants are able to fînd common ground despite issue-based divisions
participant group.

#l

Developing Considered Judgement The techniques used to elicit input often relate

directly ro the quality of the input (Yankelovich 1991). For example, eliciting

the

a person's

opinion about a particular issue in a survey format will produce a different type of
feedback than involving that person in a participatory process where they develop a well-

thought-out understanding of that same issue in dialogue with others. While the survey

is useful for obtaining information that is generalizable there is no guarantee that the
opinions are well thought out.
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People are encouraged to have opinions and are polled regularly for them. The media
does its part and provides copious amounts of information so that people know enough

about an issue to form an opinion. Unfortunately information alone does not lead to

what polling expert Daniel Yankelovich describes as "considered judgement", a well
thought-out and balanced understanding of a given issue (Yankelovich 1991). For people
to participate effectively in a planning process they must not only have access to relevant

information, there must also be a way for them to process that information into
informed opinion. This includes a contextual understanding

of the issue.

an

Having

considered judgements requires hard work (Yankelovich 1991), involving a continual

process

of construction and reconstruction of meaning through interactions as people

participare in a collaborative effort (Grant 1994). The time provided for developing the
levels of k¡owledge required for Yankelovich's "considered judgement" is inadequate in
most public participation processes.

of responsibility on the part of

Citizen-based decision-making involves a degree

those

who are contributing to the decision-making. This means making tough choices at times.

According to Forester (1989), the role of the planner in the participatory process is to
establish a system whereby people have the ability to f,rrst obtain correct information,

then to develop a clearer in-depth understanding of a given issue. Yankelovich writes:

"To make sacrifices people must understand why
some say

these are needed and they must have

in the types, forms and conditions of sacrifice they are asked to make" (1992,

104). This type of participation

goes far beyond the creation

of a simple "wish list" of

desirables which has been the outcome of some recent large-scale participatory processes

(Seelig 1995).

If the objective

is citizen-based decision-making, the public participation process must

contain the mechanisms and the information

for people to

develop

a

considered

judgement about the issues at hand, so that they can participate effectively and have more
than uninformed opinions to offer.
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#2 Making Values Explicit - Shifting Preferences The process of developing "considered

judgement" often involves a shifting of preferences as the participant comes to understand
the specific context of the issue or decision at hand. To make public participation more
effective the values and related opinions, attitudes, and preferences that decision-making

is based upon must be made explicit (Grant L994). While it is impossible (and

even

undesirable) to change people's values, their opinions, attitudes, and preferences can
change (Yankelovich 1991). A process or technique is needed whereby this can be done

in a proactive and non-threatening manner.
People often have difficulty separating facts from values or opinions (Forester 1989).
Even professionals sometimes have difficulty distinguishing between personal values and

expert knowledge. An example of this can be drawn from Grant's experiences with the
planning process in Halifax. She writes:
"Planners thought of public hearings as venues in which different participants bring their
values to bear before Council. The planners, however, did not recognize their own values.
They saw themselves as'objective'and'independent'. They did not acknowledge that
their interpretations of plan policies or their evaluation of proposed developments involved
value judgements. When they used terms like 'complementâry' design or 'moderate'
height, they believed they were making simple technical judgements" (Grant 1994, 176'
177).

The prevalence of dominant values and beliefs in planning practice ranges from economic
and political values to cultural values (Grant 1994). They are unavoidable in planning
because so many planning dilemmas relate

to "quality of life"

objective technical way to measure quality of

issues and there

is

no

life. It is clearly a matter of values and

preferences (Williams 1995). Every person who participates in a planning process brings

their own personal package of values. Values are connected to end goals,

if

these are

not made explicit in the planning process then the process itself becomes far more
complicated (Christensen 1985).

Public participation not only involves more people but more values in the process. While

it is usually

easy to pinpoint others' values

it is often more difficult to recognize

one's

own values. This is essential because one's values can influence the range of choices
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that one believes are available. Mendell writes "you can't plan for what you can't
imagine" (Mendell 1985, 5), and what you imagine is shaped by your values, attitudes
and opinions (Yankelovich 1991).

#3 Decision-Making Assumptions Common assumptions about the future are rarely
questioned in participatory processes. Given the growing uncertainty facing most urban

and rural environments, reassessing our future mental models is taking on a greater

signif,rcance. Using outmoded decision-making assumptions can result

in the same

problems that using old, outdated information does (Brewer 1986).

A great deal of research has been conducted on how people go about making decisions.
The findings make

it

clearer why we should question our assumptions when making

decisions.

Cognitive psychologists argue that decision-making can never be assumed to be rational
due to the systematic biases and limitations of our judgement (Makridakis 1990, Tversky

& Kahneman 1982). The reason people

have biases and judgement limitations is because

they rely on a limited number of heuristic principles which reduce the complex tasks of
assessing probabilities and predicting values, in decision-making, to simpler judgemental

operations (Mak¡idakis 1990). These principles and biases can be useful in rendering

decision-making efficient but can lead to severe systematic errors and inappropriate
assumptions (Tversky & Kahneman 1982). Just as we know that our memory has limited

capacity, so too should we recognize that our ability to make decisions and develop
judgements also has limitations and can be flawed (Makridakis i990).

Biases cannot be avoided even

in groups; groups can amplify

biases

by introducing

"group think" in order to avoid conflict and support the leader (Makridakis 1990). What

would be useful for citizen-based decision-making are planning techniques which allow
one to identify different assumptions about the future, in a non-threatening manner, and

then question and reframe them.
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#4 Issue-Based Divisions - Finding Common Ground The average public participation

activity or process usually attracts a diverse group of people. This is often one of the
goals of an effective process. However, as Bolan (1913) contends, decision-making in

any kind of heterogeneous group which contains a mix of people with differing values,
social backgrounds, political orientations, etc.

Even

if

the process addresses a wider set

will

of

cause

difficulties in decision-making.

issues, people often get involved in

participatory processes because of personal or single issue interests, especially

if

there

is a threat or a battle to be fought. This type of environment can lead to a charged
atmosphere where all the participants are involved

interest, especially at the neighbourhood

for their own specific end goal or

level. Martz

writes:

"...public participation is typically more heated and intense at the neighbourhood level
because the issues are "closer to home" than those addressed at the comprehensive plan
level. This emotional "heat" usually means that more citizens and more passionate citizens
show up at meetings to become involved in the planning process. This is important to note
because, while citizen participation can be a positive force, it can also create special
challenges for planning staff" (Martz, 1995, 5).

The public participation process can become bogged down

if

the participants in the group

each maintain their own separate interests. This is especially true as the stakes get higher

(Williams 1995). Sometimes the process never progresses beyond separate interests

it

becomes a matter of the stronger interest winning

out.

and

What is needed is a planning

technique that helps participants to first fînd common ground and then common solutions.

This entails moving from parochial or separate interests towards broader mutual goals.

***
A

planning technique for participation is needed that incorporates

all four of

these

elements in a citizen-based decision-making environment. The Future scenario approach

may provide an alternative to planners designing such participation processes.

)',

Frmne ScrN¿,nros As ¡, PARncIPAToRY TncmnQun

According

to

management literature, there are
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two main reasons for using future

scenarios; firrst, for learning about the future (this can include visioning) and second for

strategic analysis in decision-making. In his own words, Pierre Wack describes these
purposes, focusing on the f,reld of business, "scenarios serve two main purposes. The

first is protective: anticipating and understanding risk. The second is entrepreneurial:
discovering strategic options of which you were previously unaware" (Wack 1985b, 146).

In the field of science, scenarios have been identified as useful in the task of thinking
creatively about "exceedingly complex physical and social phenomena" (Brewer 1986).

More specifically the purposes of scientific analyses, which include exploration, expert
intragroup communication, and group knowledge and opinion elucidation (Brewer 1986)
benefit from the application of the scenario technique.

of the scenario technique in participatory
in planning? To date, there has been a limited appreciation of the

What are the possible uses and benefits
environments

technique expressed in the planning literature.

2.2.1 The BenefTts of Using

Scenarios

Although writing about scenarios, in the planning literature, emerged as early as the
1970's

it is still limited and superficial.

Considering the current use

of

scenarios in

Canadian urban public decision-making contexts (CityPlan, GoPlan, Transplan),

it

is

surprising that there has not been more writing on the implementation and evaluation of
the future scenario technique.

While there are some authors who have recommended the use of scenarios for decisionmaking at the expert or local level, there is little direction on how the technique should
be implemented. Also, despite the fact that criteria is provided for evaluation, there is

little evaluation of the technique.
Runyan (1977),

in an article about

community-managed social impact assessment,

suggests techniques that community level groups can use to provide input to government

planning and decision-making. Future scenarios are among the techniques that Runyan
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suggests. According to Runyan (1977), the benefit of using scenarios in the social
impact assessment process is that they can improve communication by providing

a

uniform image of the proposed project, thereby reducing misinformation, confusion, and

prejudice. The technique is also helpful for comparing the possible impacts of different
project proposals.

Hirschhorn (1980) presents

a

morphology

of

scenario construction, highlighting

developmental scenarios (as opposed to end-state scenarios). The author focuses on the
technique for writing such scenarios. Hirschhorn states that the scenario technique is
useful in decision-making environments where the future is uncertain and current values
and goals do not seem relevant. He suggests that scenario writing should come in the

early stages of the planning process before goal clarification. Rather than hastily
specifying goals which are not entirely appropriate, trying to avoid the uncomfortable

psychological sensation

of

uncertainty, scenario construction can assist people in

clarifying their goals through the presentation

of

broad theories, concepts,

and

information in the context which is being addressed. Hirschhorn states that the grounds
for evaluating scenarios should be based upon their power to broaden people's sights and
help them to organize their thinking about the relationship between their actions and their
context.

In conclusion the author

suggests the criteria for judging the effectiveness

of

scenarios.

Hirschhorn writes:
"In this planning frame, the group's sense of its own work becomes the key criteria. Did
they discover something new? Was the exercise useful? Do they have greater confidence
in their decisions? Do ttre decisions have greater legitimacy? These criteria, a mix of both
process and outcome criteria, fit more appropriately wittr ttre planning environments that
people and organizations increasingly face today" (Hirschhorn 1980, 181).

While Hirschhorn states that the method is simple and cheap, requiring only chalk and
a blackboard, he does not write about how to use scenarios in a public setting. He
discusses how

to construct a set of scenario with a group of decision makers (one can

assume he has professionals and experts

in mind here) but the implementation
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process

is lacking. It is not clear how one can translate the learning from the scenario writing
into actual decision-making.

Perloff (1980) discusses the role of the future in city planning. He focuses on two
aspects of planning, the assumptions about the future and the vision of the desired future.

He argues that these aspects of planning should become more explicit.
"In general, the alærnative futures approach permits a much more effective balancing of
present values and needs against future values and needs than does the traditional single
intuitive conception of the best path to the future" (Perloff 1980,239).
He suggests the use of future scenarios as a technique for making assumptions and future

explicit. Perloff suggests this technique for political decision-making and
policy development but also suggests that it would be useful for the public.
goals more

Unfortunately he does not provide any practical guidance.

Nutt and Backoff (1987), in an article where they discuss a process for strategic
management in public and third sector environments, suggest the use of scenarios as a
technique in this process. The authors provide a description of the search, synthesis, and
selection activities in each ståge

of the process. The authors suggest that scenarios be

in the synthesis stage of a strategic management process, where the group seeks
generalizations, patterns, or themes in the information assembled in the previous stage.
used

While the strategic management process is described well and the specific techniques are
defined, implementation is not clarihed.

Seasons

(i991) proposes new approaches for long range planning in an environment of

increasing uncertainty. He argues that conventional planning methods are becoming less

appropriate for an environment of uncertainty and turbulence. He writes that planners
must be open to the possibility

becomes more

of a range of futures as the community environment

complex. Planners must move beyond traditional

bureaucratic

approaches. He acknowledges that planning is not value free and that values and
assumptions must be examined in planning processes. He also suggests that planners
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need new techniques and strategies, such as multiple futures analysis, in order to be
responsive to the "rapidity, complexity, and inter-relatedness of change" (Seasons, 1991,

33).

Although Seasons connects his ideas about the importance

of multiple

future

analysis to the emergence of citizen-based planning processes he does not go into any

detail. The article is essentially an argument for the use of new techniques,

such as

future scenarios, in planning, but the author does not go into practical details.
This overview of planning literature for future scenarios, although limited, recommends

the techhique for local level social impact assessments, for dealing with future
uncertainty, for working with citizen groups, for exploring decision-making assumptions,

and for providing context for decision-making. Unfortunately none of the authors
provide enough substance to guide the actual implementation of the technique. The bulk

of the practical suggestions provided focuses on the construction of the scenarios not on
the implementation. In practice it soon becomes evident that writing the scenarios is only

half of the process.

Finally there is little discussion of the use of scenarios with the "general public". Most
authors, even

if they are discussing decision-making in a group environment,

are

addressing government employees or professionals. Only Runyan (1977) and Nutt &

Backoff (i987) specifically address using scenarios with the public. Clearly, at this
point, there is not enough information in planning literature to determine how useful the
scenarios technique could be for planners who facilitate communication in participatory
environments.

In contrast, the benefits of using future scenarios a¡e well documented in the

business

management literature and in some other fields which are beginning to use the technique,
such as science. One of the key benef,rts of using scenarios is that they are particularly
suited for addressing complex issues and uncertain, "messy" environments (Schoemaker

1993, Schwartz 1991, Brewer 1986, and Wack 1985a, 1985b). Scenarios focus on
understanding the forces that will bring about the different outÇomes; they lead to insight

(Wack 1985a). Schwartz (1991) writes: "Scenarios are offered as a vehicle for
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envisioning where the world could go so that we can learn

in time to do something

different".

There are also specific psychological benefits that result from using future scenarios in
analysis or decision-making environments. According to Schoemaker (1993), scenarios

allow people to reframe their way of thinking about a particular issue by broadening or

of reference. Usually this is accomplished by changing or
refocusing the context of the issue being addressed. Another positive psychological
challenging their frame

effect of scenario use is related to the concept of availability; people often have a bias
against what is hard

to imagine or recall from memory.

Scenarios allow one to

overcome this bias by presenting options which one would normally not imagine.

Scenarios also allow people to shift their mental anchoring about a given issue. More

often than not, one's mental anchoring is in the past, meaning that the basis for any
decision is based on what has been learned in past experience. This can be a serious

problem

if

the issue in question is subject to any kind of discontinuity which could

challenge that mental anchor. Scenarios help people shift their mental anchoring to the
present and sometimes even to the future.

Another psychological benefit hinges upon Or"r"nting possibilities in scenarios rather than

in firm predictions, different world views become less threatening (Schoemaker

1993).

An effective set of scenarios will lead people to think about the future, will be based on
a sound analysis of reality, and will change people's assumptions about how the world

could work and cause them to reorganize their own mental model of reality (Wack
1985a). Scenarios should also provide a bridge between the new reaiities of the world
and the current microcosm of the reader and decision maker (Schwartz 1991).

Another aspect of the future scenario technique which should not go unrecognized is that
scenarios are particularly useful when used in a group of people with widely varying
knowledge levels, areås of competence and viewpoints (Schoemaker 1993, Brewer 1986).

In fact, Brewer (1986) argues that in order for the scenario technique to produce useful
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information it is necessary to include such a diverse group of people. Schoemaker (1993)
writes that the reason scenarios work in groups of people with differing viewpoints is that

the goal

of

using scenarios

is not to predict a given future but to bound future

possibilities. In other words, the focus is not on a "right" or "wrong" future but which
factors are signif,rcant to future issues and which are ephemeral.

The reason the scenario technique is conducive to group learning is that it allows those

with knowledge to share it within an understandable framework and the group context
allows for a production of knowledge which might not occur individually (Brewer 1986).
The use of scenarios in a group situation also allows for richer communication through
the infusion of new concepts and common mental models and language (Wack 1985b).

Finally, although the term "future scenario" often conjures up some unreålistic science

fiction image of the world, scenarios are most useful because they can provide

a

decision-making group with a greater sense of understanding and realism by challenging
decision-making optimism and over confidence (Schoemaker

decision-making assumptions are made explicit

in

1993).

Because initial

scenarios, thoughtful change is

possible, as long as the environment is not too threatening.

2.3
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The proposition suggested in this practicum is that the future scenario technique can be
used

in public participation to carry out citizen-based decision-making. Some of

benefits

the

of scenario use which have been identified in other fields could also be

applicable to public participation in planning. The technique seems to have the four
elements of an effective participatory technique, which were raised earlier in this chapter.

To recap briefly, the four elements are: 1) paticipants are encouraged to
considered judgement;

develop

2) values are made explicit and participants are given the

opportunity to shift preferences; 3) old decision-making assumþtions are challenged; 4)
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to find

participants are able

common ground despite issue-based divisions

in

the

paficipant group. The possible benefits of using scenarios in public participation
environments relate directly to these four elements.

The use

of

scenarios

in public participation could provide the mechanism for

the

evolution of simple public opinion into what Yankelovich defines as "public judgement".

It has already done so in the business management held. He writes:
"We need bener public judgement, and we need to know how to cultivate it. The public
is not magically endowed with good judgement. Good judgement is something that must
be worked at all the time and with great skill and effort. It does not exist automatically;
it must be created" (Yankelovich 1991, ll).

The scenario approach can provide the type of environment that produces considered
judgement ("public judgement"). Yankelovich hints at this when he suggests, in his

book, a scenario type exercise for "working through" a problem topic to develop
considered judgement (Yankelovich 1991, 151).

The scenario approach has also been proven to make the values, attitudes, beliefs and
opinions involved in business decision-making explicit (Wack 1985a, Schwartz 1991).
The creation of a set of scenarios which embodies up to four different possible futures
serves to recognize that there are a variety

of preferences for the future. It also clarif,res

those preferences by placing them in a specific context so they can be examined more
closely.

In a similar way, scenarios also make explicit the decision-making assumptions which are
used on an individual

or group basis. The business literature is clear that scenarios are

extremely useful for exposing outmoded assumptions about the future. By presenting a

of future possibilities, there can no longer simply be one certain path to the
future. Because uncertainty is a basic feature of our urban life, it makes sense to use

number

planning techniques that are appropriate for the city environment.

Finally, the scenario technique could help initiate the building of common ground
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between people divided by opposing interests. Although common ground is not stated

as a specific outcome

of the use of

scenarios

in the business literature, most

authors

agree that one of the main benefits of scenarios is that they challenge people's thinking,

more specifically their "narrow thinking frames" (Schoemaker 1993). Scenarios can
assist people to de-compartmentalize their thinking by providing a broader context for
ideas and

opinions. This could be of great help to the public participation process where

mis-communication often aggravates the situation. Also Brewer (1986) writes about the
usefulness

of scenarios in a group of people who are quite diverse. This could be one

of the most important attributes of the scenario technique for application in citizen-based
decision-making.

The future scenario approach could allow planners to go far beyond staging a public
meeting where the most significant public response is a "venting" of frustrated feelings.

Using the future scenario technique could lead to workshops or planning exercises where
people investigate a number of options for the future together; acknowledging different

values and assumptions, learning from each other and the process, and developing a
deeper understanding of the

problem. The participants could ultimately play

a signifrcant

role in responsible decision-making.

Theoretically the potential benefits of future scenarios for citizen-based decision-making
are clear but what is not apparent is how the actual implementation of the technique in

a participatory context would be carried out and

if

the benef,rts, documented by other

fields, really apply to a planning context. What is needed is a demonstration of the
technique

in a forum where reflective and critical

analysis can be

applied.

A

demonstration of the technique in a citizen-based decision-making context would provide
such an opportunity for evaluation.
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3 SELECTION

OF A DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

This chapter introduces the initial demonstration project set up in Fort Rouge with the

City of Winnipeg's Community Planning Department. The lead-up to selecting this
demonstration project included the examination and comparison of examples of scenario
use

in previous participatory processes. The

reason

for this was to learn how the

scenario technique had been used in participatory environments, so that the demonstration

project would not repeat work which had already been done. The examples also
provided some information on various scenario implementation methods

in public

participation.

Preparations for the scenario technique demonstration included conducting a series of key

informant interviews (Appendix

1).

The purpose of these interviews was to develop a

cursory underst¿nding of the social dynamics at play in the Fort Rouge area. This type

of information would be useful not only for writing the scenarios but also for facilitating
the scenario workshop. Key informant interviews were conducted with people who were

recommended as community leaders by other key informants. Informants provided

information about the social structure and community culture of Fort Rouge, and about
perceptions

of public

participation, generally and as experienced

in Fort Rouge.

Interviews were also conducted with city planners working in Fort Rouge and the City

Councillor responsible for the ward. In total, sixteen key informant interviews were
conducted.

The selection of a demonstration project was an iterative process. The original
demonstration was to be conducted with a group of community leaders in Fort Rouge
around the issue of developing a neighbourhood management plan and process. Although

preparations were made to conduct a scenario workshop with Fort Rouge community
leaders, circumstances required its cancellation. The first iteration of the demonstration

project has been included because the lessons learned in the process were significant and
shaped the subsequent iteration

of the demonstration.
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The descriptive portions of the demonstration project are presented in a narrative format.

This style has been adopted in order to clearly portray the subjective nature of the
demonstration experience. These sections are also written using the f,irst person so that

it is apparent that the author collected

the data, acted as a participant observer, and

directed the scenario workshop process.

3.1

SrnnNcrns

AND

WrnroæssEs oF SceNnRro UsB nt Pu¡r.rc PmrrcperroN

This section presents seven examples of scenario application which involved public
participation. Following

employed

a

brief description, the procedures and scenario writing methods

in the examples are compared.

understanding

of

scenario use, to date,

They are presented to develop

an

in different public participation environments.

The seven examples, selected from the literature because of their focus on public
participation, include:

o

CALGARY 2020 (Perks & Jamieson, 1991): In 1989 the City of Calgary, along with
citizen committees, business sector representatives and the Calgary Economic
Development Authority went through a visioning exercise to imagine what the desired
future city of Calgary might be like both socially and physically in 2020. A strategy
for economic development was then produced. The process included a series of focus
group meetings where participants worked out different segments of a future scenario
for Calgary. Hundreds of residents were involved in the creation of this future
scenario vision.

o

CCME'S 1993 ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN (CCME 1993): The Canadian Council
of Ministers of the Environment (CCME), in preparing i:s 1993 strategic plan,
commissioned a private consulting firm to prepare an environmental scan to identify
and prioritize current and emerging environmental issues of concern for Canadians.
A series of seven workshops using scenarios were conducted across the country with
multi-stakeholder representatives. The first part of the four-part workshops involved
participants discussing the implications of four future global scenarios based on the
adoption of differing world views (ecological and expansionist). Second, participants
priorized possible decision-making approaches that CCME could use. Third,
participants set priorities among a range of key environmental issues. Finally,
participants were asked to provide written suggestions on how CCME could improve
its mandates and activities.
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CHOICES FOR COLORADO'S FUTURE (I: Mendola et al. 1993): The project,
an environmental scan also known as "C-Futures", was funded and carried out in
lgg0l91by the Colorado Trust, a philanthropic foundation. The visioning exercise
was used to redefine the foundation's goals and guide future grant-making initiatives.
It involved grantees, health experts, community leaders and citizens who contributed
and reacted to data about emerging trends in the state. Scenarios were developed and
modified around the Trust's main program areas which relate to the he¿lth field. A
prefened scenario was chosen by participants as a vision for the future.

CITYPLAN (City of Vancouver 1994 & 1995): CityPlan is a multi-year process
designed by the City of Vancouver Planning Department to involve as many citizens
as possible in the development of a new city plan. It was initiated in 1992. An
extensive information and idea gathering process which focused on the future of
Vancouver took place with citizens in small group discussions and at a large forum
called the "Ideas Fair". Citizens then worked through a workbook where they had
to make choices about 12 major themes that had emerged in the process. From this,
City staff designed four scenarios and presented them to the public. A preferred
future scenario was chosen by citizens as a vision for Vancouver and a random
telephone survey was conducted to confirm the choice. A city plan has been written
(approved by council in 1995) and is based on the preferred future.

GOPLAN (City of Calgary 1992,1994a,1994b,1995): In 1992 Calgary began a four
yeâr process to develop a new transportation plan for the city. The process was
designed to include extensive public involvement and scenarios were used to foster
public discussion and debate about the City's future. The process involved f,rve
phases: setting the context, scenario development, scenario evaluation, refinement of
the preferred scenario and an on-going monitoring and review process. The
Transportation Plan has been adopted by Council. By the time it is complete, the
new transportation bylaw process will have cost $4 million to develop (Reid 1995).

THE PUBLIC VALUE FORUM (Keeney, Von Winterfeldt & Eppel 1990): In 1990
two forums were conducted in West Germany to elicit, formaliy and informally,
public values relevant for setting long term energy policies. The forums combined
elements of focus groups and direct multi-attribute value elicitation techniques. Four
energy scenarios were subject to a series of evaluations to elicit public values about
energy alternatives. Inconsistencies between the different evaluations arose, but the
participants were given the opportunity to resolve them. While the procedure was
judged by the organizers to be expensive and time consuming, the forum did provide
useful information for the policy process and an educational experience fo¡ those who
participated

SAFETY STREET (læpkowski 1994): In June 1994 aIl of the major chemical
companies located in the Kanawha River Valley in V/est Virginia took part in a two
day open house where worst case scenarios for chemical leaks from the plants were
presented to the public. Summaries handed out to the public described the possible
conditions of the chemical leakage, the direction and rate of movement of resulting
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plumes, and the geographic area covered by the plumes. The object of Safety Street
was to demonstrate to the public how the chemical companies are prepared to prevent
or mitigate leaks of toxic chemicals. V/hile the companys' participation was
voluntàry for Safety Street, new regulations in the American Clean Air Act now
require all chemical plants to provide worst case scenarios to the public.
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Table

l: Scenario Procedures

CASE &

FORMAT &

NO. OF

YEAR

TIME

PEOPLE

Safety
Street

Public open
house

Open to the
public

1

994

Public
Value
Forum
1

(2 daysì
2 Workshops (2
days eachl

PARTICIPANTS

ACTIVITIES

PURPOSE

O&JECTIVE

General public &
eight chemical

Distribution of
scenarios

To inform the public
of potential risks

exchange

lnformation

companies
Groups

-9
#2-14
#1

Selected public;
teachers &
engineers

990

Formal & informal
evaluations of the
scenarios and their
attributes;
reconciliation of
discrepancies of

To help guide
decisions about long
term energy policies
in Germany

Decision-making

To guide plan

Citizen-based

making

visioning

To help guide grant
making decisions

Citizen-based

To priorize
environmental issues

Decision-making

supplement

values

t,

æ
CityPlan
1

992

Public open

100,000

General public

houses,

Workshops,
Focus groups,

future to shape the
citv plan

&

Mail out
(3 yearsl
C-Futures
1

990

CCME
1

993

Surveys,

workshops and
focus groups (1

25 Groups &
committees

Grantees,
selected leaders

ldentified driving
forces & trends,

with 4-33

or experts &
citizens

scenario

Stakeholder
representatives

Scenario exercise,

yearI

people

Workshops in 7
cities (6 hours

workshop

eachl

Contributed &
discussed ideas,
choices workbook,
chose preferable

13-25t

visioning

construction
prioritizing decisionmaking approaches
&environmental
issues,

recommendations for
improvements.

for CCME

supplement

CASE &

FORMAT &

NO. OF

YEAR

TIME

PEOPLE

Calgary

Focus group &

'lOO's of

2020
1 989

workshops

people

GoPlan

Hearings, open
houses, forums,
workshops,
surveys, media
phone-in shows

1

(,
\o
a

a

992

(1

PARTICIPANTS

ACTIVITIES

PURPOSE

O&JECTIVE

Selected public

Considered

A visioning process
for Calgary (social,

Citizen-based

foundations, issues
& a preferred future,
reviewed trends,
developed vision
statement

yearl

?

General public

Responded to City's
scenarios

"Year" - fìrund lrclow the casc nalne is the year the process was initiatccl.
"Fonnat" refèrs to how the scenario exercise was presented to the participants. ln most of lhe

visioning

physical, economicl

To help develop a
new transportation

Citizen-based

visioning

plan

cases the scenario exercise was part

larger undertaking.
a
a

"Tinle" ret'ers t<l the length of the process in which the participants were involvetl.
The "Pur¡xrse" tìrr each of the examples varies but all are firture rlriented. The purpose relates to the objectives of the participation
process.
The seven possible "Objectives"

of public participation were clarified in chapter two, and the three present in these examples are:
inf-ormation exchange, decision-making supplement, and citizen-based visioning.

of

a

3.1.1 A Comparative Evaluation of Selected

Examples

The examples presented above makes it clear that scenarios can be used for a number of

1).

different participatory objectives (Table

Scenarios have been used

in

public

participation to provide information to decision-makers about the opinions, values,
attitudes and beliefs of the participants. The examples also show that scenarios have
been used as tools for citizen-based visioning, for example Vancouver's CityPlan. The

draft Vancouver City Plan states "Cityplan provides a shared vision for Vancouver. It
sets directions to guide

City decisions about services, development, and budgets over the

next 30 years" (City of Vancouver 1995,
process directly reflects the outcome

5).

The planning document produced from the

of the citizen participation. Finally, scenarios have

been used to inform participants. In the "safety Street" case, the objective of the public

participation process was information exchange. The scenarios were used as a technique

for sharing information with the general public in an unstructured way.
None of the examples involve the citizen-based decision-making objective. Part of the
reason

for the lack of such examples may be that decision-making in citizen groups often

takes place at the local level on a much smaller scale.
scale undertakings would be recorded in the

It is less likely that

such small

literature. Nevertheless, it is signif,rcant that

there is no mention in the literature of the use of scenarios at this level.

In

some

of the examples, a scenario exercise was only one part of the process. In both

the CCME and the C-Futures cases the larger process was an environmental scan. In
other cases the scenarios are presented early on in the process in their complete form and

the ensuing discussion is based on them. In the remaining cases scenarios are the end
result of a process where participants suggest ideas, concerns, and trends which become
a part of the scenario, a vision for the future.

It is noteworthy that only three of the examples made use of narrative style scenarios
(Table 2). In the other examples, trend and attribute scenarios, and computer modelled
data were used instead. In contrast, a large proportion of scenario examples in the
business literature used the narrative style, often reflecting quantifiable
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data. It

has been

argued that only narratives in scenarios can convincingly explain why something has
happened (or

will

happen) in the future, presenting trends just points out that

it

could

happen (Schwartz 199 1).

Table 2: Scenario Writing Methods
CASE

NO. OF
SCENARIOS &
FORMAT

TOPIC &
TIME LINE

AUTHOR

Safety
Street

72 - Attnbutes &
quantified, computer
modelled data

Possible toxic
chemical leaks
from factories

Chemical companies

Public
Value
Forum

4 - Technical

Alternate energy
policies;
50 years

Workshop organizers

CityPlan

4 - Narrative

Vancouver's
future;
30 years

Planning staff;
participants contributed
data and voted on

characteristics
attributes

&

scenarios

C-Futures

3 - Trend
2 - Narrative

CCME

4 - Attribute

Colorado's future,
emphasis on
health; 12 years

Consultants; participants
contributed and reacted
to trends involved in
scenario construction.

Canadian

Workshop organizers

environmental
issues; 1 year
Calgary
2020

I - Attribute

GoPlan

4 - Narrative

Calgary's future;
30 years

Planning staff;
participants contributed
to the final scenario

Calgary's future

City employees

as

it

relates to

trafhc &
transportâtion; 30
years

A limited number of possible scenarios, usually four, and a specif,rc issue focus can help
make the scenario exercise more productive (Schwartz

l99l).

Most of the examples used

four o¡ less scenarios but some of the issues addressed were very broad composite issues.
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An example of this is CityPlan which focused on twelve themes in four different
scenarios. While the scenarios were holistic, it was diff,rcult to focus on all of the themes
at once and understand the real differences between the scenarios.

In most of the case examples

those who were conducting the participatory process wrote

the scenarios. In some instances, the participants had some input into the scenario
content and the trends that were considered. In the Catgary 2020 projeæt, C-Futures,and

CityPlan, the participants had the most control over the content of the scenarios. In the

four other examples, ready-made scenarios were presented io the participants. The

of who should write the scenarios is often raised in the business literature.
Some argue that it is absolutely necessary for those who will be using the scenarios for

question

in the scenario construction (Schwartz 199I, Wack
1985b). Alternately, Schoemaker, who has conducted a series of scenario

decision-making to be involved
1985a,

experiments with university students has concluded that "scenarios developed by others
may be less believable (than one's own) but can potentially add new information and new

perspectives." (Schoemaker 1993,203). Thus, the question of whether to take the time

for participants to construct the scenarios depends on the goal of the project. In

the

example cases where participants created the scenarios the process was at least a year

long. The first phases of the CityPlan process,

where participants helped to write the

scenarios, was three years long.

The literature about the seven examples included little evaluation of the participatory
processes

used. After reading about the examples one is left wondering if the quality of

the participation was improved by the use of the future scenarios technique in each of the

cases. Perhaps using another planning technique would have resulted in a similar
outcome. It is not clear how beneficial the organizers found the technique. Also there
is no comment about how the technique could be improved upon.

Only the Public Values Forum literature included any evaluation. While they found the
scenario process used provided "value relevant information"

for government policy-

makers and an educational opportunity for participants they felt that the process was
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costly and very time consuming for the organizers. The costliness

of this project

stemmed, in part, from the fact that the participants were paid their wages for the two
days that they missed from work to attend the values forum (Keeney, von Winterfeld,

& Eppel

3.2

1990).

Ir.¡mar, D¡vroxsrnarroN

h'olecr Irnn¡.rroN IN A

Nrrcmounnooo

Pr.¡.tNn¡c Cor.l-rpxr
The survey of the seven examples indicated that demonstration research and reflective
analysis were needed to unders[and the application of scenarios in participatory processes

better. The initial demonstration project was organized with the City of Winnipeg's
Community Planning Department to work in the Fort Rouge area on a neighbourhood
management process. The demonstration project also provided the opportunity to learn

more about the technique's potential uses and to learn how people using the technique
(both planners and participants) responded.

3.2.1 The Fort

Rouge Neighbourhood Management PIan

The original scenario workshop was to be held with a group of concerned citizens around

the possible creation of a Fort Rouge Neighbourhood Management Plan (Map
Discussions about

a

management plan

to enable local control of urban growth

1).

and

development in Fort Rouge had taken place in the community during the previous year.

There was interest from both the City and community members in a neighbourhood
management plan which would help eliminate ad hoc planning decisions

Rouge

in the Fort

area. Most people involved in the discussions felt that the neighbourhood

management plan could provide guidance

for private and public sector investment

decisions involving development proposals and infrastructure improvements.

I became involved in the neighbourhood management

process

in Fort Rouge through the

City Planning Department's Internship Program at the University of Manitoba. I worked

with the City of Winnipeg's Community Planning Department for six weeks and helped
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Map 1: The Fort Rouge Neigbbourhood Management Area.
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(source: City of Winnipeg, Community Planning Deparment, Tecbnical Services, Aprit 196).

organize an open house in Fort Rouge as part of the neighbourhood management process.

After the internship I saw an opportunity to

set up a demonstration project

for a scenario

workshop in Fort Rouge in connection with the fledgling neighbourhood management

process. The situation seemed suitable for a scenario workshop. Community members

were stn¡ggling with a definition

of

neighbourhood management, while politicians,

planners and other City staff all had their own individual perceptions of the concept and

what it would mean for Fort Rouge. I thought that the scenario workshop could provide

ar opportunity to clarify expectations and help to move the process along. There

was

no defined group to work with but there were a significant number of interested
community members.

V/ith approval from the City of Winnipeg's Community Planning Department,
research process for the scenario construction \/as

the

initiated. As with any public planning

process the first step was to gain a better understanding of the key characteristics of the

people

in the community. This was done by looking at demographics, formal

and

informal politics, and power structures within the community (Conner 1988).

A social profile of Fort Rouge was compiled

based on the information collected

for

the

Fort Rouge Neighbourhood Management Open House and information from a series of

key informant interviews. The interviewees were people who had been informally
identified as community leaders. These people were primarily members

of

local

community organizations, but also included City planners and the City Councillor for the

ward. Sixteen interviews were conducted between June 23,

1995 and August 15, 1995.

A balanced representation of City staff, residents and business owners was achieved.
Although a set of questions was developed initially (Appendix 1), the interviews were
relatively unstructured. It became evident early on that different interviewees were able
to provide different types of information. For example some people did not have a good
historical perspective of the community but they were able to provide helpful input on
current issues which should be addressed. The information that was collected during the
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interviews was taped or recorded through note taking depending on the comfort level of
the interviewee. The interviews varied in length from 45 minutes to three hours.

The following profile provides an overview of local history, current demographics, local

politics, and development issues. The information compiled in this prof,rle provides
background information essential for the Neighbourhood Management Plan scenario set,

and also contributed signif,rcantly to the second iteration of the demonstration project.
The type of information in this profile is important for local planners in general, and is
essential

if the planner intends to write realistic future scenarios.

3.2.2 A Social Profile of Fort Rouge
3.2.2.1 Loca.l Hisrory
The Fort Rouge area was amalgamated into the City of Winnipeg in 1882. At that time
the area was sparsely populated because there was no bridge across the Assiniboine River

to connect it with the rest of the

city.

The hrst Fort Rouge residents were primarily

wealthy Winnipeg citizens who chose to build their large riverside estâtes outside the
bustling city centre (Haggerty et al. 1973). The Osborne Street Bridge was constructed

in

1882 and electric street cars followed at the turn

of the century, ushering in a growth

boom. Residential, commercial, and public buildings appeared virtually overnight in the

early 1900's. The location of Manitoba Government Telephones (MTS), Winnipeg
Hydro and banks helped define the early commercial areas in Fort Rouge.

As employment opportunities grew so did the population. CNR built their main shops

in Fort Rouge and became one of the largest employers in Winnipeg. The original
wealthy citizens of the area started moving into further outlying suburbs. New Fort
Rouge residents were primarily working class, employed in the construction trade and

railway (Haggerty et al. L973). Corydon Avenue was one of the main areas in Winnipeg
where immigrants of Italian origin chose to settle. Even though many have since moved

to other

neighbourhoods

in the city their

cultural influence

reslaurants and grocery stores which line Corydon Avenue.
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is still evident in

the

After WW II

a

period of re-development occurrei in Fort Rouge. In 1961 the first high-

rises were constructed along the Assiniboine River where

it

was easy to amass large

parcels of land from former estates (Haggerty et al. 1973). The high-rise construction
caused a significant rise in population in the northwest portion of Fort Rouge. Proximity

to downtown has made it a desirable place to live for some of those employed in the core
business

area. In fact, the northern portion of Fort Rouge is now the most

densely

populated area in the city.

Since the 1960's, suburban development in south Winnipeg has been extensive. This has
turned Fort Rouge into an "interface community" located between the downtown core and

the suburbs. In the late 1970's the City demolished the Osborne Bridge and built a new

bridge to expedite vehicle travel through the city.
The Fort Rouge area has always been predominantly residential with commercial

uses

primarily limited to Corydon Avenue, Osborne Street, Stafford Street, Pembina
Highway, and sections of Stradbrook Avenue and River Avenue. Within Fort Rouge
there are two main neighbourhoods: Osborne Village and Corydon Avenue. They are

both centred around commercial districts.

Corydon Avenue and Osborne Village Business Improvement Zones (BIZs) have received

funding for revitalization from a number of sources since the 1980's, beginning with the
Core Area Initiative. Key informants indicate that in many case this has been matched

by substantial private business investment.

The recent popularity of Fort Rouge is resulting in a rapid increase in commercial
development, especially in the Corydon Avenue neighbourhood. Unfortunately this has
lead to conflicts between residents and business owners. Community members, frustrated

by their lack of control over what is happening in their neighbourhood are

seeking

greater input into the planning process. While Corydon community members would like

to see more development guidelines, those in Osborne Village would benefit from a more
coordinated approach to community management in tackling the serious issues of possible
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neighbourhood deterioration.

Zoning rationalization is currently under way. Virtually all of Fort Rouge, commercial
and residential, is being down-zoned to reflect present, rather than potential, land use.

The new concept of village zoning is being proposed for transitional areas between
commercial and residential zones.

Some

of the current problems with which Fort Rouge community members are grappling

relate to its geographic location in the

city. Being adjacent to the city's core me¿ns that

problems associated with the core are not far away. Also, being an interface community
between the downtown and the suburbs means that through-traffic is inevitable.

3. 2. 2.

2

Curren.t Demographics

The information for this section was drawn primarily from the Fort Rouge Community

Profile which was compiled by the City of Winnipeg Community Planning Department

for the Fort Rouge Neighbourhood Management Open House.
Demographically, Fort Rouge can be divided into four distinct quadrants: Corydon

North, Corydon South, West Village and East Village. Corydon North is characterized
as a neighbourhood

with a wide variety of housing types and styles, a mix of residents,

higher income and education levels, and proximity to commercial areas. South Corydon
is a family oriented neighbourhood of primarily single family dwellings with a cohesive

community that has an active volunteer contingent. The West Village is mostly a highrise apartment neighbourhood, housing single office workers and empty nesters. The
heritage homes that remain in the area have a good chance of either becoming rooming
houses or being gentrif,red.

It is the most densely

populated quadrant in Fort Rouge.

The East Village contains primarily apartments housing lower income people, a large
percentage of whom are single adults. The area is currently seeing some re-development

involving condominium construction.

In general, the population of Fort Rouge

has been declining (4% between 1986 and
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1991). A further decline of 1.5% ispredicted for 2006. An aging population and a
deterioration of some of the housing stock are the causes of this decline.

Compared to the V/innipeg average, Fort Rouge has more young people between the ages

14. The population is generally older with a
higher proportion of females. One-person households accounted for 53% of all

of 25

and 34 but fewer children under

households in Fort Rouge while in Winnipeg as a whole only 27 % of households have

one person. Fort Rouge has relatively high mobility rates with 30% having moved in
the past year and 68% having moved in the past 5 years. Some of the key informants

indicated that even though they may have moved several times, they have remained in

Fort Rouge.
Fort Rouge has a broad class proñle which is evident in two key areas; education and
income. Education levels in Fort Rouge are polarized with high levels of both university
educated people and those with grade school education. Average family incomes vary

in the four quadrants. In the East Village the average annual family income is $42,861,

whilein Corydon South it is $40,280, in Corydon North itis
West Village

$61

,269,and finally in the

it is $50,938.

The demographics indicate a community that is highly diverse. On the positive side this

has resulted

in a dynamic and interesting living environment. Many people

have

indicated that this diversity is why they have chosen to reside in Fort Rouge. On the
negative side, the demographic diversity has lead to conflict

in the community

over

competing values, interests, and visions for the future.

3.2. 2. 3 Local. Politics

According to key informants, there are long standing disagreements between certain
factions within the Fort Rouge community. At the same time key informants have also
spoken

of newly evolving partnerships which can only benefit Fort Rouge in the long

run. While it would

be impossible to report on all of the inte¡personal relationships that

have affected the development of Fort Rouge, key informants brought up the following
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points. First, there is a significant cultural division in Fort Rouge. The Italian
community has historically been well represented in Fort Rouge. Today the resident

Italian community is small, although they remain a significant business and church
oriented

force. Many long-term

business owners on Corydon Avenue are

of Italian

decent and one of the City's Italian Roman Catholic church parishes, Holy Rosary, is

located in Osborne

Village.

The cohesiveness of a city-wide Italian community has

lead to some tension-f,rlled dynamics in Fort Rouge between the Italian Roman Catholic

community and the rest of the community. This is perhaps an underlying reason for the

cunent "competitive edge" to relations between Corydon Avenue and Osborne Village,
noted by many key informants.

Another important local political issue to understand is the history of the Riverborne
Development Organization. The organization is approximately 15 years old and was
instrumental in the formation of the Gas Station Theatre and the Osborne

BIZ. It has

represented the interests of both business and residents over the years. The organization
has also been involved

in the development of subsidized housing in Fort Rouge, although

that is now coming to an end. Last year the members impeached the president and lost
confidence in the board

of directors. A new president and board were subsequently

elected. The vote of non-confidence arose over a proposal for a low income housing
development on Stradbrook

Ave. This project

was cancelled

in

1995 and community

members are in the process of developing green space on that property.

On Corydon Avenue. there has been a recent concerted effort to improve relations
between the business community and local residents. The CorydonBIZ has discovered

that residents can be instrumental in successfully accomplishing some projects. Two
examples

of these improving

relations

is the Hugo/Jessie

Piazza which has been

organized by a representative from the residents' organization and one from the Corydon

BIZ.

Another example was the 1995 Street Festival which was scaled back from the

previous year's festival to create a more local event which focused more on the
community.
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3.2. 2. 4 Development Issues

This section outlines the current development issues that the Fort Rouge community must
address, and a synopsis of local attitudes toward growth. The purpose of this section is

to understand the current issues of concern and local perceptions of growth to help in the
creation of more realistic scenarios.

The results of a recent public survey administered by the Community Planning
Department at an open house for the Fort Rouge Neighbourhood Management Plan (City

of Winnipeg 1995) identified the following three main

o Public

safety is an issue of concern primarily at

issues

of concern:

night. The solutions recommended

by community members include a greâter police presence through foot/bike patrols,

a local store front community police

off,rce, and improved

lighting. Many key

informants indicated that the safety issue is mostly a perceptual problem. The issue

of safety

seems to be more

of the Riverborne

of a concern in the Osborne Village. The plaza in front

Development building, at River Avenue and Osborne Street is

frequented by young people who like to "hang out" when the weather permits. Some

community members feel that the corner plaza has been "taken over" by these young
people who they perceive as a threat to safety.

.

Trafflc and transportation concerns include heavy traff,rc flow through the

area,

parking, and illegal actions. The improvements recommended by community members
were limited to the construction of bike paths. Parking is a contentious issue because
business people are

in favour of it, while residents do not want any more parking.lots

in their neighbourhood. Unfortunately,

because both Osborne

Village and Corydon

Avenue are destination points they attract a great deal of vehicular traffic.

o Local decision-making

was also an issue of concern, but although most think this is

a good idea, many do not have a concrete idea of what local decision-making entails.
Some community members showed a willingness to participate.
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The key informant interviews identified these additional issues of concern:

o

Commercial/residential conflicts, primarily in the Corydon Avenue area are related to
rapid growth and development of the business sector. Some community members are
concerned that the quality

of

residential

life in the area might decrease due

to

increased traff,rc and noise and the resulting exodus of current property owners. This

could also result in an increase in rental units which some believe would have

a

detrimental effect on the community.

o There has been a lack of public and green space in the Fort Rouge area for many
years. The problem is now being slowly addressed.

o There is no school board policy in place to preserve older heritage schools like Earl
Grey and La Verendrye. More funding is available for the construction of new
structures than for retrofitting the old ones.

.

The community is in transition. Some community members have expressed fear that

a decline could transpire very quickly. They perceive the threat to be an increasing
number of rooming houses and rental units in the community. Other key informants
believe that gentrified stores and residential units are becoming financially out of reach

for some Fort Rouge

residents.

This is a list of comments taken directly from the key informant interviews (Appendix

1).

The comments are presented here to demonstrate the diversity of opinion about

growth issues in Fort Rouge.
"business growth is good, business provides a tax base, but they must have a sense of
neighbourhood and work with the community"
"residents like a vibrant pedestrian environment and they need public spaces"
"the bylaws are not sensitive enough to deal with negotiated agreement between business
owners and residents"
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"growth is a quality of life issue; it means that kids are in the schools not on the street"

"Fort Rouge is an active and socially concerned community which accepts change but
wants to direct growth so that

it remains positive"

"business growth is being focused on the commercial strips rather than being spread out

thinly"
"village zoning is good; home based businesses are great"

"friendly competition between Osborne and Corydon is healthy; and is better

than

complacency"
"streetscaping is the foundation for better business"
"business can not grow too much more because there is no place to go; less density is
preferable"
"Osborne is an interface between the downtown and the suburbs, different things happen
on the other side of the river"

"it is easier to stop something coming in than to try and get it out later on"
"when there is ownership attitudes change (for the better)"

"growth can be "sustainable" which is more future oriented, but sustainability is more
difficult than growth"
"small scale vibrant commercial is most preferable"
"we need to create an environment where people have the opportunity to connect with
each other as much as possible

"there is a problem with the incursion of high density residential
commercial expansion in Corydon"

in Osborne,

and

"there is an under development of the commercial sector on Osborne"

"the majority of the people are happy with the development taking place"
These comments reflect the broad spectrum of opinion around the issues of growth and

growth management. They also reflect a diverse population and disagreement about the
nature of Fort Rouge. Some perceive the area as a part of the downtown core, while
others see

it

as an interface community

or even the edge of suburbia.
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3.2.3 The History of the Fort

Rouge Neighbourhood Management Process

Once the key informant interviews were complete and all the information necessary for
the above social profile was collected, I began the f,irst attempts at scenario construction.

Despite having read all of the essential books on scenario construction and having even

written scenarios for course work,

I struggled

to put together a series of scenarios that

"worked", meaning a scenario set which is cohesiveand has continuity and focus.

At the same time, I also began to design the scenario workshop. When establishing the
objectives for the workshop

I

realized that not only must scenarios focus on the local

issues but they must also reflect the planning context in which they are being applied.

The context could be a decision-making process, a visioning process, or even
educational process, to name a

few.

an

Whatever the process, the scenario technique is a

component of it.

To

understand the planning process

I

identified the procedural steps used

Neighbourhood Management Plan process. Minutes

of

meetings

in

the

with Community

Planning Department representatives and community members indicated that much
foundation work had been done for the management plan, but no formal long term
process had been developed by the Planning Department or the citizens. The following

time line summarizes the Neighbourhood Management Plan process to date:

3,

1994. Meeting of representatives from Fort Rouge business and resident
organizations to discuss zoning and commercial/residential conflicts. Concern was
expressed about inappropriate Board of Adjustment decisions. Research on
community-based neighbourhood planning initiated. (meeting held by the M/WCRP
Resident Committee - zoning subcommittee)

March

March 9, 1994. Meeting to continue discussion about zoning and community-based
planning with a planner from the Community Pianning Department. The planner
pledged City help for community members to establish community-based planning.
March 22, 1994. Meeting to discuss the objectives of neighbourhood management, the
plan, and the process of developing it. The city planner involved poses 4 questions:
1. Who else should be involved in this process?
2. V/hat kind of process is desired?
3. What are the objectives of the group?
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4. What sort of final product does the group want to see? (A secondary plan, strategy
plan, or consensus paper)
The objectives of the group were: improve the process, safeguard neighbourhood
quality of life, and balance interests. It was agreed that the focus should initially be
small (commercial/residential conflict) and then look at Fort Rouge comprehensively.
All of the above questions were not answered at the meeting.

3I,

1994. A city planner conducts a "SWOT analysis" to identify qualities and
issues of concern about the area.

March

April 20, 1994. A planner conducts a "Key Word Exercise" to identify key words that
describe what has made Fort Rouge successful. These key words were than
prioritized as "Village-Urbanity", "Architecture-Heritage-Aesthetics", ild
"Conscience-Concern-Civic Pride". Strategies to protect, promote, or restore the
qualities of Fort Rouge then were suggested.

4, 1994; A discussion about "the product" and whether it should be a series of
policy statements or a plan (master plan or secondary plan). As well, continued
discussion about strategies and the need for a community body to review proposals
to ensure compliance with the plan. Questions posed included: What do we want this
plan to do for us? How do we go about achieving broad based community support
for the plan?

l|'{ay

June 30, 1994. Secondary Plan drafted.

April 3, 1995. Meeting to plan an open house with community groups. Secondary Plan
or Neighbourhood Management Plan discussed.
April-24,1995. Open House staged and survey administered.
This time line indicates that procedural issues were discussed but no concrete decisions
were made. No parameters or goals for the process were identified. Although they were

most likely useful

in

themselves, the planning exercises employed were conducted

without a clearly stated objective and appear ad hoc.
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3.3

Rnrrrnrxn¡c rHE Fmsr Ir¡nanoN: Ilwr,rcnrloNs FoR THE
DpuoNsrnlnox Ir¡nenoN

SBcoNo

Scenarios are contextual in the issues that they address and also in the process into which

they

fit.

The business literature does not discuss the importance of the process context.

This may be more pertinent to the field of planning. In the case of the Fort Rouge

the process for establishing neighbourhood
management had not been fully determined. At least I did not understand the process
being employed. This contributed to the difficulty I had faced in writing the scenarios.
Neighbourhood Management Plan,

In order to proceed with the Fort Rouge neighbourhood management scenario project I
realized that it would be necessary to understand better the planning process and scenario

workshop goals within that process. I had collected a great deal of information about the

Fort Rouge community and

I

had a sampling of opinions in Fort Rouge about the key

issues connected to neighbourhood management but there were too many things

I still did

not know or unders[and to write a useful set of scenarios.

The role the community would play

in

decision-making about the neighbourhood

management plan was also not defined because the planning process was unclear. There

was no citizen group in Fort Rouge who was responsible for the development

of

the

Plan. There was only the group of people who have
historically been involved in most community initiatives, many of whom I interviewed

Neighbourhood Management

as key informants, but there was no clear organization or committee which had been

formed for the purpose of the development of the Neighbourhood Management Plan.
As a result, the scenarios could really only be used to entice people to participate rather
than as a technique for a committed group to work with to make decisions. It is also not

clear whether such an ad hoc group would have any authority to express opinions or
make statements on behalf

of the Fort Rouge community. To be effective

scenarios

should be written for those who have the authority or ability to take action or make
decisions as a result of the scenarios.
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Another problem faced in the scenario construction related to definitions. There seemed

to be a myriad of definitions of

neighbourhood management circulating. Some

community members and the ward politician envision it as a meâns for Fort Rouge to
become a decentralized, autonomous self-governing body, where community members

are actually involved

in

making the decisions whieh affe*t

them.

Others

see

neighbourhood management as a form of formal municipal decision-making which takes
place at Community Committees instead of at the more centralized Standing Committees

of Council (City of Winnipeg, 1982). The degree of grassroots orientation in these
different visions of neighbourhood management varies greatly. To write a set of
scenarios about the future implications

of neighbourhood management there has to

some generally agreed upon definition

of the concept. If the City would not approve

be

some form of grassroots neighbourhood management, there is no point in presenting such

an option in the scenarios.

Finally, given the scope of the topic and the diversity found within Fort Rouge, focusing
the scenarios on the most appropriate issues was quite

difficult.

The first step in

creating a scenario set is that the people using the scenarios must agree on the issues to
be addressed. They do not have to have the same opinions or attitudes but there has to

be some agreement on the topic of focus. In the Fort Rouge case there was
organizing committee, and therefore it was difficult to know

on the issues which should be addressed.

I

if

no

there would be agreement

felt a great deal of responsibility for

the

affect the scenarios might have on the neighbourhood management process but did not
feel informed enough to write an appropriate set of scenarios.

At the same time, City of Winnipeg planners who were involved with the Fort
Neighbourhood Management Plan decided that because
Neighbourhood Management Plan process,

it

Rouge

of the uncertainty about the

was perhaps not the best time to conduct

a future scenario workshop with community members. It was feared that community
members would not have the patience to go through such a workshop
sense that

it

was connected to a larger process.
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if

they did not

The opportunity for this initial demonstration project was cancelled. The main reason

for not proceeding with this f,rrst iteration was that it was too early in the Neighbourhood
Management process for the scenario workshop to actually be carried out successfully.
While aurhors such as Hirschhorn (1980) and Nutt and Backoff (1987) have

suggested

that scenarios can be useful in the earlier stages of planning processes, the scenario
workshop should not be conducted before the key parameters for defining the process are
established.

Even though this initial situation did not work out for demonstrating the scenario
technique

it

has been included because

it

provided a valuable lesson in using future

scenarios. The scenario technique is not a complete process in itself, rather

it is a

powerful technique that can be used within a larger planning process. The scenarios

will be most useful if the context of the process is taken into consideration when they are
being written. As the examples, presented at the beginning of the chapter, indicate, the
scenario technique can be used in many different types of processes to achieve a number

of different participatory objectives. The key is to identify the objectives, goals,

and

participatory process at the outset.
The rese¿rch process for the initial iteration was lengthy and enabled me to develop

an

understanding of Fort Rouge and the current issues of concern. This is not the type of

information that would be difhcult for a practising planner to obtain, but perhaps
somewhat time consuming. This degree of understanding of the community is essential

to developing scenarios which are appropriate to the community. Therefore it was
important that a second iteration of the demonstration process also be located in Fort
Rouge to take advantage of this background.
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4A

SECOND ITERATION OF

THE

FORT

ROUGE

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

This chapter presents the second iteration of the scenario demonstration project which
was conducted with the Fort Rouge Manitoba/Winnipeg Community Revitalization
Program (M/WCRP) Resident Committee. The M/WCRP is a cost-shared program
developed by the City

of Winnipeg and Manitoba Urban Affairs to improve living

conditions in selected older residential neighbourhoods. The M/WCRP carries out five
year mandates in those selected neighbourhoods by establishing a resident committee and

investing funding in capital projects.

What follows is a record of my experience applying the future scenario technique in

a

neighbourhood planning context of a citizen-based decision-making process (Table 3).

As in the previous chapter, this experience is presented in a narrative format. In
addition, material produced for the workshops is presented here using a different font to
separate

it from the narrative.

The chapter includes a description of the demonstration project context, writing the
scenarios, designing and conducting the scenario workshop, and evaluating the workshop

and technique. Also included in this chapter is a description of a subsequent workshop

on the use of scenarios which was held with a group of City employees, primarily
neighbourhood planners.

As in the frrst demonstration iteration, described in the previous chapter, the purpose of

this second iteration was to test the implementation of future scenarios in a real life
planning situation, using the resources that would normally be available to the average

planner. From this experience I was able to learn more about the technique and how it
can positively contribute to the facilitation of citizen-based.
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Table 3: The Demonstration Project Sequence of Events:
EVENT

DATE

WHO WAS

PURPOSE OF THE EVENT

INVOLVED

Meeting with Fort Rouge
M/WCRP Planner, Linda
Ring, & Community
Development Worker,
Martin Sandhurst

26,10.95

Fort Rouge M/IVCRP
Resident Committee
meeting

26.1 0.95

Scenario Workshop with
Fort Rouge MMCRP
Resident Committee
Debriefing Session with
Fort Rouge M/VVCRP
Resident Committee

Ring

& Sandhurst

To discuss the possibility
of a scenario workshop

with

M/VVCRP Resident

Committee

Committee, Ring &
Sandhurst

To present the scenario
concept to the committee
& seek their assent to a
scenario workshop

5.1 1 .95

12 Committee
members, Ring &
Sandhurst

An opportunity to
implement & test the
scenario technique

21.11.95

Committee
members, Ring &
Sandhurst

The scenario workshop
was reviewed and
benefits of the process

1

Resident

were discussed
lnterview with Linda Ring
& Martin Sandhurst, Fort
Rouge M/WCRP planners

29.1 1 .95

Ring & Sandhurst

The scenario workshop
was reviewed & benefits
& problems of the
process were discussed

Brainstorming Session

21.12.95

Linda Ring, Dianne
Johnson, &

To help develop a set of
Glenwood scenarios for
the M/WCRP Planner
Workshop

withRing&2Glenwood
MiVVCRP planners

Debbie

Werboweski
Scenario Workshop with
M/VVCRP planners

08.01.96

2 administrators
from
Neighbourhood
Programs, 3
neighbourhood
planners, 3
community
development
workers, 1 BIZ
off icer
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To introduce the
technique, & to find out
planners' concerns about
citizen-based decisionmaking

4.1

Trrr M¡¡¡rrosA,/WD{NpEc Col,nruNrrv Rnvrrar,rzATroN

hocn¡v

The second iteration of a scenario demonstration project arose in Fort Rouge with the
Resident Committee of the M/WCRP. The M/WCRP is a City/Provincial cost-shared

program designed to help improve living conditions

in older neighbourhoods. It

is

currently operating in several Winnipeg neighbourhoods including, Glenwood, Norwood,
Elmwood and Fort Rouge. A resident committee is established in each program area and

is

responsible

for

recommending community projects

for funding. The M/WCRP

administration makes all final funding allocation decisions.

The Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee is comprised of 21 elected members from

the Fort Rouge

area. They are residents

and business owners who could be described

as committed community members. Many belong to other community organizations.

They had their first meeting on June

6, 1991. Since

then they have been working

together developing a funding strategy, identifying specific projects, and then eventually

recommending community projects for funding. A number of projects, recommended

for funding by the Resident Committee, have been implemented successfully. However,

in the Fall of 1995 the committeæ was stalled in its decision-making process. At

least

twenty-four proposed community projects were still awaiting Resident Committee
recommendation for funding. Primarily due to financial constraints, not all

of

these

projects could be recommended. The Resident Committee was having difficulty trying

to priorize the projects.

An initial meeting with Fort Rouge M/WCRP staff members, Linda Ring, neighbourhood

planner, and Martin Sandhurst, community development worker, indicated that the
Resident Committee might be interested in a scenario workshop to assist them in their

decision-making. I was able to ascertain that this was a more appropriate context for the
demonstration project. Unlike the first iteration of the demonstration project, there was

agreement about the specific issues which needed

to be addressed. The Resident

Committee's decision-making process was clearly defined, as was the participant group.

In addition, their role in the M/WCRP process was clear. The Resident Committee
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had

been working together for almost f,rve years so there was a common understanding of the

key concerns facing Fort Rouge.
Much of the information which had been originally collected when developing the Fort
Rouge Neighbourhood Management Plan scenarios for the first demonstration project was

still useful for this

second iteration

of the demonstration project

because

it

was also

located in Fort Rouge. However, the area of Fort Rouge covered by the M/WCRP was

considerably smaller and less diverse than the Neighbourhood Management area (Map

2).

For example, the Roslyn neighbourhood is characteized by high-rise apartment

buildings, high income and education levels, and few children or families. The RiverOsborne neighbourhood is characterized by low incomes and education levels and low-

rise apartment buildings. Both of these neighbourhoods are quite different from the rest

of the Fort Rouge area. One key element which remains the

same

in both

areas is the

presence of a commercial area consisting of Corydon Avenue and Osborne Street.

I

made a presentation to the Resident Committee about the future scenario technique and

how a one evening scenario workshop could aid them in their decision-making process.

The Resident Committee assented to a scenario workshop with the hope that

it

would

help them make their funding recommendations. The resulting composite project with

the Fort Rouge Resident committee included writing the scenarios, designing

the

workshop, conducting the workshop and then evaluating the workshop. These tasks are

all described here sequentially. Combined with the descriptive

passages

is iogistical

guidance drawn from the literature.

4.2

Wnrrnrc rHE

ScENARros

There are many ways to write scenarios; some are narrative-based, others consist of
simple attribute or trend lists or are computer simulated or more quantitå.tive in nature.

This practicum focuses on a narrative approach to scenario construction. Narratives
seem to have a powerful effect on people (Schwartz
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1991). Through the

centuries

i[dap 2z The Fort Rouge tr¿f/lVCRP Area
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storytelling has been used to pass on knowledge. More than numbers and charts,
narratives are a useful mode to convey information, especially in a citizen participation

setting. People seem to manage information best when it is in the form of a story,
particularly when the information consists of many pieces of unrelated data (Rowan

1995). The reason for this is that storylines provide a context for the subject
(Schoemaker 1993, Schwartz 1991), and placing a complex issue in context allows one

to more easily focus on the essential aspects of the problem (Brewer 1986). Therefore,

for

scenario narratives to be truly useful, they must

fit the context in which they are

being used. They must reveal the subtle understandings of the group using them and

reflect the reality around them. Many well written scenarios already exist and

it

is

tempting to use one "off the shelf" but this is not a good idea as such scenarios will not

reflect the specihc context of the group using them (Morrison 1994). As was clearly
illustrated in the first iteration of the demonstration project, the context of the planning
process, not just the issue context, is an important factor to consider when writing the
scenarios.

Scenarios are not that difficult to

for constructing

write. V/hat follows are some step by step instructions

scenarios followed

by a description of how I constructed a set of

scenarios for the M/WCRP Resident Committee. The instructions are a combination of
Peter Schwartz's directions found in his excellent book on scenario building, The Art Of

The Long View, and some insights from other scenario experts. The steps outlined
include: identifying the issue or decision to be addressed, identifying the key factors that

will affect

the decision, identifying the driving forces that

will

shape the key factors,

ranking the driving forces, and elaborating the scenarios. We will now address each in
turn.

THE STEPS:

l. ldentify the issue or decísion to be addressed.
There are an infinite number of scenarios about different futures that are
possible, the trick is to create scenarios which will make a difference to the
decisions being faced. lt is essential that the people involved agree on the
issue(s) being addressed. The issues identified atthis stage will be used as
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a test of relevance through the rest of the scenario building process.

Not only must issues be clarified but also the planning process being used.
This will help make the scenarios as relevant as possible.
Examples: "What types of projects should the M/WCRP fund during its
mandate in neighbourhood X?" or "Should the Resident's Committee
recommend project X for funding?"

2. ldentify the key factors that will affect the decision.
Next, it is useful to list the key factors that will influence the success of the
decision. These are the items that the decision-makers will want to know
when making choices. These key factors can usually be divided into five
broad categories: social, economic, political, environmental, and
technological issues. The more that is known about key factors the better
the quality of the scenarios, and consequently, the decision-making will be.
example: demographics, local politics, the real estate market

3. ldentify the driving forces that will shape the key factors.
Scenarios are based in the present even if they focus on the future.
Therefore it is essential to identify the driving forces at work in the present
which are behind the key factors identified in step two.
Some of these driving forces are predetermined, it is fairly certain that they
will happen, while others are uncertain, they are just beginning or could
begin soon. The reason for identifying the degree of certainty of future
trends is that what is unpredictable is still a matter of choice.

This is the stage where most of the background research is done. What one
looks for are trends and possible trend breaks.

example: a decreasing birth rate, longer lifespan, new markets, upcoming
new technology. (while the development of new technology is certain, the
potential effects of that new technology are not predetermined)

4. Rank driving forces and develop the scenario plot.
The next step is to take the driving forces and rank them according to the
degree of importance for the success of the decision, and also according to
the degree of uncertainty surrounding the factors and trends. The list
should eventually distil down to two or three factors and trends that are
both most important and most uncerta¡n. These forces form the plot of the
scenario set.

The results of this exercise are the axes along which the scenarios will
differ. Once the fundamental uncertainties have been identified they can be
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presented visually in a simple graphic, either as a continuum (one axis), or
a matrix (two axes). A matrix seems to work well because it allows for four
very different scenarios to be developed in each of the quadrants of
uncertainty.
CONTINUUM:

low

medium

MATRIX:

High-B

:
:
***
***********
Low_A

High_A

i
*
Low-B

There are numerous possible variations of driving forces which would
produce many different scenarios for a particular issue, but the literature is
very emphatic that fewer is better. lt is best to limit the number of
scenarios in a set to a maximum of four. lf more than four are used it
becomes too difficult to deal with all of them at once.

It can be useful to make one of the scenarios a "surprise-free" scenario.
This will build upon the implicit views of the future that most people
probably share. By including it in the set, at least there will be one
possibility which is not alien.

5. Elaborating the scenarios.
At this point one should return to the original driving forces identified earlier,
those which were not used in the scenario plot. These forces will each be
given attention in all of the scenarios. lt is these forces which will make the
scenarios plausible and consistent. The separate forces must be worked
into a narrative describing how we get from our present reality to the
different possible futures, including some of the important events that
caused the particular futures to happen.
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Ensure that each scenario is named. This is part of providing a common
language for the partic¡pants. The name should capture the essence of each
scenario's internal logic, Suggesting a powerful and evocative concept.

It is also important to chose a time frame that is appropriate for the issue
being addressed. Scenarios can vary in length from as little as five years to
fifty years or even as much as two hundred years. Time frame decisions
must be based on what will make the scenarios relevant for the people who
will be using them.
In the demonstration project I followed these guidelines for creating the scenarios which

were used with the Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee. Once
understood that the scenarios would be used

I

clearly

to help the Resident Committee

make

I began to determine what information was needed to write
was still working in roughly the same areå as before in the first

funding recommendations

the scenarios.

I

demonstration iteration, therefore, the information that

I

collected about Fort Rouge

through the key informant interviews was, to a large extent, still pertinent.

I

conducted

a few

focused interviews

M/WCRP scenarios.
housing market
neighbourhood.

I

for additional information

necessary

for

the

spoke with a real estate agent who provided information on the

in Fort Rouge and discussed the factors which attract people to a
I also spoke with City and Provincial staff connected to the Winnipeg

Development Agreement

(WDA). The information contributed to my understanding of

the area and also of the funding that could potentially be available to Fort Rouge through

the WDA.

I also had access to the Fort Rouge M/WCRP files and was able to quickly update myself
on the progress of the Resident Committee since its inception.
where the Resident Committee was

I was able to find out

in their decision-making process, and through

reviewing the Resident Committee documents, annual general meeting minutes and other
related information

Once

I

I

got a clear sense of the process context of the scenarios.

had the general background information that was needed,

I began to construct

the

scenarios. Because it was possible to gather all of the contextual information necessary,
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the scenario building transpired rapidly.

I

identified the key factors and the relevant

issues surrounding those factors at a meeting with the neighbourhood planner, Linda

Ring, and community development worker, Martin Sandhurst, for the Fort Rouge
M/WCRP program.

I asked Ring and Sandhurst directly

about the decisions that the

Resident Committee must make, what options were possible, and the differences of

opinion within the committee.

I

also wanted to know what the Resident Committee

would want to take away from the workshop. The answers to these questions heiped me
to write the scenarios and also to design the workshop.

I

produced the following list as

a guide for the scenario construction:

The Fort Rouge M/WCRP Scenarios:
Key lssue: Given time and financial constraints, how should the Resident
Committee priorize the remaining projects awaiting funding decisions?
Key Factors: Municipal economics, local demographics, community social
commitment.

Driving Forces: A reduction of City and Provincial Expenditures, exurban
development, stagnation of the local residential market, growing
populism, funding cuts.
Given Factors: Location and age of Fort Rouge.
Predetermined Factors: Funding cuts, continued individual involvement in
the community, and diversity of residents.

Uncertain Factors: Future government funding initiatives such as WDA,
local initiatives, level of organized local community involvement.

Once the scenarios were together in a tentative form,
Rather than do one after the other,

I worked

I

began to design the workshop.

on both simultaneously to make sure that

they would fit together. Prior to the workshop, the scenarios were reviewed by the Fort
Rouge M/WCRP planners for readability and appropriateness of content. Here is the
completed scenario set.
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4.2.1 Fort Rouge

2005

FORT ROUGE 2OO5
This package contains a set of four Fort Rouge future scenarios. The purpose of the
scenario set is to assist the MA¡VCRP Resident Committee to priorize the list of projects
proposed for funding. The MA//CRP does not have the time nor the resources to
complete all24 proposed projects on its list. The Resident Committee must develop
some way to priorize them; which projects should be done now and which projects
could be left f or later? The future scenarios are based on different combinations of two
key variables which are likely to affect this decision-making. The scenarios stretch our

assumpt¡ons about what the years ahead might hold and ensure that the choices made

take into consideration more than one possible future.

The first key variable explored is the amount of government funding that will be
available for community projects in Fort Rouge in the future. Two scenarios propose
futures where multilevel funding (like the Core Area lnitiative & the Winnipeg
Development Agreement) continues, while two other scenarios show the end of such

funding. The second key variable is the level of community decision-making that might
develop in Fort Rouge after the MAI/CRP's mandate is finished. There has been some

community discussion of neighbourhood management and village councils in Fort
Rouge but nothing has been defined yet. At present there is no other community
organization that represents all of Fort Rouge...
How different combinat¡ons of the two variables might be played out in Fort Rouge are
presented in the four future scenarios. Various combinations of these two variables

result in the scenarios that are to follow, and are illustrated in the following diagram.
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Community Control 2005

A wave of populism has washed across the country and the community members of
Fort Rouge have enthusiastically set up a representative village council and adopted a
cohesive "neighbourhood management" strategy. The City has been supportive of this

movement towards community-based involvement in local issues.
ln 2005, allthree levels of government have continued to fund initiatives in Winnipeg,
although the funding is leaner. The Village Council has made sure that Fort Rouge has
received funding for a number of projects. Projects likethe Fort Rouge Public Resource

Data Base and the Urban Forest Replanting lnitiative in Fort Rouge have been
completed through the Winnipeg Development Agreement (WDA) ll. The WDA l,
which began back in 1995, included a number of riverbank access projects and
community safety improvements.
The multilevel funding that ¡s available in 2005 is not as easy to obtain as it once was
back in the 1980's. There are more elaborate forms to complete and more eligibility
criteria to fulfil. Most government funding for public projects now requires a public

consultation at the outset. Funding for things such as a safety initiative requires
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a

safety audit before approval is granted. The Village Council has been in a position to
carry out community-wide assessments such as public consultations and safety audits.
The concepts of neighbourhood management and community-based decision-making

in Fort Rouge were originally developed by the Resident Committee of the MMCRP.

By doing projects that tied the community together such as area wide heritage
initiatives, a neighbourhood resource directory, and acting in a unified manner on
community safety and traffic initiatives, the Resident Committee established the first
stages of what would grow to become a cohesive neighbourhood management strategy

and Village Council.

#2. Separate ¡nterests 2005
People from the area that was once referred to as Fort Rouge are now represented by

many separate organizations. There are the Osborne, Corydon, West McMillan, Ebby-

Wentworth and Riverborne Resident Associations; the Seniors, Teens, and Middle Aged
Unemployed Professionals Groups; the Osborne BlZ, the Corydon BlZ,the Home-based
BlZ, and the Pembina BIZ; the Safety Organization, the Traffic Coalition, and the Urban
Forest League, to mention just a few.

Tri-level funding, although leaner, is still available. Winnipeg's Anti Urban Sprawl
Program and the Nicer Neighbourhoods Campaign both offered funding to comrnun¡ty

groups for local projects. The groups have often competed against each other for the

funds to build their own projects. On occasion, different groups have managed to
work together on a project that mutually benefits them both. Often though, different
local organizations request funds individually and are not aware of what other groups
are proposing to

do. No Fort Rouge wide initiatives are undertaken because there is

no community wide citizens organization.
When the MMCRP wrapped up its mandate in Fort Rouge in 1996 some projects had

not been carried out due to time and financial constraints. These remaining projects
were passed on, with any research that had been done on them, to the relevant local
organizations to pursue. The local organizations have had a great deal of success in

collecting funding for these area specific projects. Other M/WCRP projects, more

7I

community wide in nature, were never done because there was no cohesive Fort
Rouge community organization with a vision or a plan to deal with them.
#3. Self Sufficiency 2005
Multi-level government funding for local community initiatives has dried up over the
years. The Fort Rouge community has had to find other ways to fund projects. The
1995 - 2000 Winnipeg Development Agreement was the last significant government
funding program and even that had

a

very limited impact on Fort Rouge. ln 2005, the

City, constantly struggling with financial restraints, is now able to maintain only
essential services...

Strong local leadership through the Fort Rouge Village Council has helped the
community access resources with which to undertake projects and initiatives. The
Village Council's role is very important considering the little amount of f inancial support

that the City is able to offer for local projects. Most of the projects that

are

coordinated by the Village Council are relatively small but still require significant local
input. Since 1996 many of the original MAIVCRP projects have been incrementally built
upon by the Village Council. For example, the original M\WCRP library terminals in
community centres now also provide public lnternet access. Where benches were
originally built community sign posts and chess boards were later installed.
Under the guidance of the Village Council, partnerships have developed within the

community to get things done. Residents, schools, businesses, and churches have
become accustomed to working together for the community. The involvement of the

M¡]¡yCRP

in the community from 1990 -1995

established

a

local history of

partnerships. MA¡/CRP projects like the Hugo/Jessie Piazza happened because a BIZ
group and a Resident's Association were willing to work together. A great deal of

effort is required to get anyth¡ng done so whatever is accomplished is celebrated.
#4. Fo¡t Rouge lnc. 2005
The Winnipeg Development Agreement of 1995 was the last of its kind. When Ralph

Klein became Prime Minister back in the 1998 Federal election, most special
government funding programs were cut immediately. Cities like Winnipeg which had
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rece¡ved significant amounts of special targeted government funding in the past, have

been trying to cope over the past seven years.

ln 2OO5 the nat¡onal and local economy are doing well. The commercial areas of Fort
Rouge have become an extension of the Downtown, so too has the Forks. Those area
parks and public spaces which were originally created by the M/VVCRP, have added to

the popularity of this Winnipeg destination spot. Business has continued to flourish
along Corydon Avenue and Osborne Street, especially those businesses that cater to
our out of town guests.
Condominium projects and apartment buildings for the growing seniors market and

downtown professionals are being developed adjacent to the commercial streets. On
the other hand, the traditional "single family house" residential market continues to
seep away from the centre of the city and many long time Fort Rouge residents have
chosen to move to newer neighbourhoods. A decline in the number of children in Fort
Rouge, due to this out-migration of families and a general shrinking of family size, has

led to local school closures.
Some sections of Fort Rouge have begun to deteriorate. Only the portions of the area

that are marketable have been maintained. While some local organizations continue
such asthe BIZ groups, others have faded away as long time committed residents have

moved from the community

4.3

Trre ScrNARro WoRKSHoP

The scenario workshop design was a challenge because there is not much guidance in the
literature about how to use scenarios with a group of citizens. It is significant that I was
able to find a great deal of information in the literature about how to write scenarios but

not how to use them effectively with a group people. For the planner, writing
scenarios is only the start of the process, how the scenarios are used

will

the

have an even

greater affect on the participatory process. To date, scenarios have been used primarily

by corporate management teams and other "experts". This business model involves
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senior management constn¡cting the scenarios and then applying the scenarios to their

own decision-making process.

In the examples of scenario

use

in public participation tt

"

pro."ss design varied. One

option, similar to the business model, is to have a group of people write the scenarios
themselves

or contribute to the information for the scenario set. This was done in

various public participation situations such as Vancouver's CityPlan (City of Vancouver
1994 &" 1995). The main drawbacks for this method are the time and financial costs
a planner

or consultant developing the scenarios prior

If the scenarios

are prepared ahead of time, using thorough

involved. Other examples involved
to the participatory process.

research, the actual scenario exercise can be much shorter and not necessarily less
effective as long as the participants are given the time and incentive to fully understand
the scenarios. The Public Value Forum (Keeney, Von Winterfeldt

& Eppel 1990)

and

the CCME Environmental Scan (CCME 1993) were designed around this method.

In the end, I drew upon scenario procedural examples in the business field and

general

workshop design in planning. My experience from a university course which involved
designing a future visioning workshop in a rural community in Southern Manitoba was

quite helpful.

I used many of the fundamentals of workshop design

which

I

learned in

that course. I also conferred with Elizabeth Sweatman, in the City Planning Department

at the University of Manitoba, who has experience designing participatory processes.
She assisted me

in planning a workshop which would be useful to the Fort

Rouge

M/WCRP Resident Committee.
Two essential components shaped the M/WCRP workshop, the warm up and the main
decision-making exercise. Most of the activities would take place in small groups, with

in the plenary group. Breaking the group into
smaller groups would allow for more people to participate in the discussion of the
scenarios. For discussion to stay on track, it would be helpful to get each small group

reports out and wrap-up taking place

to self-appoint a facilitator from the group. This would also ensure that all participants
had the chance to talk, and everything would get done in the allotted time.
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I also decided that outside volunteers would

be needed to record, on flip charts, what

transpired in the small groups. These charts would act as the "group memory" which

could be referred to later.

I

prepared work sheets for participants in the small groups

to use as a guide for discussion. Individuals could write their own ideas down on the
worksheets before launching into a discussion.

A simple list of three or four questions

would be enough to keep the small group on track.

The workshop materials, which included an agenda, the scenario set, a list of potential
projects awaiting committee recommendation, and a questionnaire, were delivered to the
Resident Committee members four days before the workshop so that they would have

time to familiarize themselves with the scenarios and the workshop process.

The workshop was held on November 15, 1995. The following committee members and

M/WCRP staff participated in the workshop:

Brown
Sister Olive Fiola
Kathy Horkoff
Barb Lucier
Char Okell
Shelley Thompson
Linda Ring
Theckla

Marty Donkervoort
Elaine Grey
George Jarvis

Robert Mark

Tim Taylor
Hermi van den Berg

Martin Sandhurst

Two volunteer recorders, Colin Duff,ield &.LizRoot, also participated.

Detailed Workshoo Aqenda

6:30pm
Welcome

introduction to the scenario concept for people who were not at the last
meeting

lntroductions & Role Clarification
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facilitator
recorders
Review Agenda
Purpose

goal for the end of the evening - a general priorized list of projects
recommended
other side benefits - new information, small group discussions

to

be

Review Materials
does everybody have everything they need?
did everyone have time to read the materials?
(do we need time to read things now)
hand out new materials
project list & the importance of grouping the projects
Ouestions

7:00pm
Warm-up

introduction - exPlain warm uP
small groups - chose volunteer facilitator & presenter
hand out worksheets & clarify
rate the scenarios on probability & desirability
do the scenarios need any additions
Plenary

presenters report back the findings of each group

Objectives: warm-up exercise; broad context for the decision-makíng; make sure everyone is
famitiar with scenarios; find out if scenaríos are useable or rework if necessary; filtering only use probable scenarios; find out which are desirable??? note differences of opínion and
get a sense of what kind of future people want

7:45pm
Priorize for the Future
explain

small groups - chose facilitator & presenter

do worksheets individuallY
as a group work with the recorder
encourage use of the Project list
Objectives: the first step to príorizing the projects; focus on the types of projects; ídentifY areas
of community influence
8:1Spm
Break (time flexible)

8:30pm
Plenary

each group reports - presents findings for each scenario
then find similarities
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of projects are to be done now
priorize what types of projects can be left for later
any additional projects
plan action steps - how do we narrow down project types to specific projects?
pr¡or¡ze what types

Objectives: the broad priorization of projects; planning the next steps

9:00pm
Conclusion

"What have you learned?"
"What results have you achieved?"
Thanks

Twelve out of 21 committee members participated. According to the M/WCRP staff this
was an average turnout for a regular Resident Committee meeting.

A light meal was

served first and then we began. After introductions and clarification of the workshop I

randomly broke the committee members into two small groups. Both Ring and Sandhurst
participate.d in the small group sessions. One of the small groups had a facilitator and

the other did

not. It appeared that the group with a facilitator

seemed

to stay on track

a little easier, especially in the beginning.

The warm up was essential to the workshop because many people did not have the time

to prepare ahead of time. The participants all had the opportunity to become familiar
with the scenarios at the outset of the workshop. A warm up exercise where participants
needed to talk

with each other in small groups about the scenarios was an unthreatening

way to bring everyone to the same level of understanding. Another important reason for

this warm up stage was to ensure that the participants were willing to use the scenarios
as a technique

in their decision-making. If the participants did not think the

scenarios

were probable or realistic then any decisions which resulted from the workshop would
not be trusted or acted upon. Potentially the participants could alter or change a scenario

or perhaps even write a new one. This did not occur at the scenario workshop.
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Worksheet -

1

Probability:
Which scenario for Fort Rouge do you think is most probable?

Are there any scenarios that you think are not probable - they would
never happen?
ls there anything that could be added or taken away to make any of the
scenarios more believable?

Desirability:
Which scenario(s) would you like to happen?

Brainstorm:
What factors in the scenarios does the community have an ability to
change and which are beyond the community's control?

The next part of the workshop involved applying the issue or decision in question, to
each of the different

futures. Because the future would most likely not resemble any one

of those futures but more likely a mixture of all four, it was important to identify which
types of projects were "robust", or chosen across all four, or at least three scenarios.
Those decisions or plans which appeared robust across most or all of the scenarios would
be the ones that the group could proceed with right away. Also, the committee members

could look at how to adapt those decisions and plans which were not robust so that they

might become more robust. This is a standard approach in using decision scenarios in
the business held (Schwartz 1991, Wack 1985a, 1985b).
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Worksheet - 2
Scenario #
Probable:
Desirable:

Do Now?
lf this scenario is a desirable future, which types of projects could be
done now to prepare for it?

lf this scenario is an undesirable future, which types of projects could
done now to avoid this future?

be

Do Later?
What types of projects could be done in this future? ln other words,
what could we leave for later?

The goal of this part of the workshop was to get an idea of how the given decision or
issue would play out in each of the specific

futures. Once the small groups were finished

this exercise then the entire group met back in a plenary session to compare the different
findings.

The workshop focused on a discussion of projects types instead of specific projects. This
was done to avoid discussion around specif,rc M/WCRP projects which has often been
laden with emotion and history for the committee members. Also there was different
amounts of information available on the various projects (cost, project parameters etc...).

By focusing on project types, we were able to simplify the complexity of 24

separate

projects. It also kept the conversation at a broader, iess critical level. The following
project list aided participants to group the projects into types.

It

indicates the 24

proposed projects and some aspects which define them into different types. Participants

were encouraged to come up with their own project types as well.
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M/WCRP PROJECT LIST
The projects have been grouped according to the following subtopics:

What is the project, a physical work or a process or program?
Who advocated the project, a community organization (who will sustain interest in the project
and contribute to the funding) or the M/VVCRP Resident's Committee?

Who will benefit from the project a specific area or all of Fort Rouge?
Table

4: M/WCRP Project List
What is
¡r?

Project

Physical

work

Process
or

Who
advocated

What
aÍea

¡t?

benef its?

Community

M/WCRP

Specif ic

Fort

advocate

advocate

aÍea

Rouge

program

wide

*

+

*

*

*

*

Grant Avenue
Buffer Lighting

*

*

*

Street

*

*

*

La Verendrye

Grounds
Gladstonei
ROCC

Grounds

Reconf ig.

G.M. Hotel
Honour LongTerm

*

f

*

*

t

*

*

*

*

Residents

Zoning Recommendations
Forestry

t

lnitiatives

*

t

*

lnfo Kiosk

*

*

514
Stradbrook

*

*

*

*

t

Hydro Cooling
Station

Business &
Corydon Parks

*
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*

What is
¡t?

Project

Physical

work

Process
or

Who
advocated

What

it?

benef its?

Community
advocate

atea

M/WCRP

Specific

Fort

advocate

atea

Rouge

program
Hydro
Substation

t

Edna Stefaniuk
Gym

I

Bike Racks
Benches
Library

wide
*

*

*

t

*

t

*

T

*

*

*

*

*

*

+

*

Terminals
EGCC Play

Structure
*

Community
Safety
Home Repair

*

*

*

*

*

Guide
Pr¡vate

*

*

+

*

*

lnvestment
Ebby-

*

Wentworth
Legacy

Dante Day
Nursery
lnterpretive

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Plaques

Walking Tour
Guide Reprint

After completing the exercise with all four scenarios the small groups came back together
and compared their hndings. Similarities between the scenarios were identified

as

important especially when there was a similarity between three or four of the scenarios.

If committee members found that in at least

three of the four scenarios they would choose

to complete a certain type of project now, then that type of project 'would be a high
priority for doing before the end of the M/WCRP's mandate in Fort Rouge. Likewise,
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if committee

members found that in three or four of the scenarios they would choose to

leave a certain type of project for the future then this was a type of project that could be

completed in a number of different kinds of futures.

Here is a summary of the findings that were produced at the scenario workshop:

Projects To Do Now /befo re the end of the M/WCRP mandate in Fort Rouge)
Process oriented projects: 1) building partnerships which willcontinue on
post M/WCRP; 2) process projects, as opposed to capital projects (eg.
zoning recommendations); robust across 4 scenarios

lnformation projects: 1) to communicate what the Fort Rouge M/WCRP
has done 2l to promote communication within the community now;
robust across 3 scenarios

Community-wide projects: (eg. safety

or traffic); robust across

3

scenarios

Capital projects; robust across 2 scenarios
Projects Which Could Be Done Later (after the M/VVCRP mandate in Fort
Rouge)

Smaller forestry, landscaping, and beautification projects (this does not
include parks); robust across 3 scenarios
Projects which involve assistance & funding from other sources (eg. civic
departments); robust across 3 scenarios

Projects which focus on a specific interest & are not community-wide
(this ¡ncludes home improvement initiatives); robust across 3 scenarios

At this point in the workshop it was 10 pm and the group was beginning to tire. We
briefly identified an action plan to wrap up the end of the workshop. It included the
following three points:
1

.

Make a presentation to the rest of the committee at the next meeting about
the workshop findings.

2. Attach specific M/WCRP

projects to the types of projects which have been
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identified tonight,

3.

Make decisions about the process oriented "non-capital" projects.

As the workshop was drawing to a close, committee members discussed their reflections
about the evening. While people found the scenario workshop interesting they remarked

that

it was a difficult process. Some felt that the workshop

had helped gel ideas and

feelings that committee members had sensed before but were unable to identify. Some
people expressed anxiety about the future of Fort Rouge while others supported the belief

that they live in a good community with great spirit which would influence the future in
a positive way.

The committee members discussed the need to present the workshop findings to the rest

of the M/WCRP Resident Committee at the next meeting. It was decided that this

was

important because the rest of the committee would need to have an understanding of what

took place during the workshop so that they would understand how it could affect their
decision-making.

4.4

A

Træ PnnncIPANT Qr-irsrrorwmr

participant questionnaire was distributed with the scenario packages prior to the

workshop. The primary purpose of the questionnaire was to compare the responses to
the questionnaire administered twice, once before and once after the scenario workshop.

Any changes in an individual's

responses would indicate

a

change

of

opinion or

preference. This would then indicate that the scenario workshop had affected that
person. This was the most important objective of the questionnaire exercise.
An additional puqpose was to determine if committee members were able to individually

priorize the projects they felt should be completed before the end of the M/WCRP
mandate in Fort Rouge. The questionnaire would also show
agreement between the individual choices

if there

was any degree of

of the committee members. Also, a set of
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questions was included to elicit what considerations, committee members had been using

in their decision-making. The considerations brought up in the questionnaire paralleled
issues that were addressed

in the scenarios. Finally, a set of questions about the future

of the M/WCRP projects and citizen involvement in Fort Rouge was included. The aim

of

these questions was to find out how people perceive the future role Fort Rouge

citizens and proposed community projects which have been identified

locally.

The

questions once again paralleled the issues that were presented in the scenarios.

The committee members were asked to complete the questionnaire before they read the
scenarios and attended the workshop. Eleven out of the twelve participants responded

to the questionnaire. Workshop participants identified a couple of problems with

the

questionnaire and they are indicated in italics on the copy that follows. The results are
indicated on this copy of the questionnaire by the numbers accompanying each question.

SCENARIO OUESTIONNAIRE - Resufts

1

.

Given the existing financial constraints, check

(/l

which projects you think should be

completed before the end of the M/WCRP program. Chose as many as you want.

3 La Verendrye Grounds
4 Grant Avenue Buffer
5 Honour long-term residents

7 Gladstone/ROCc Grounds

2 Forestry lnitiatives

1 Hydro cooling station

4 lnfo Kiosk/Directory

3 Stradbrook development

1 Business & Corydon Parks

1 Hydro substation

2 Edna Stefaniuk Gym

4 Bike racks

2 Benches

1 Library terminals

5 EGCC Play structure

5 Community Safety

1 Home repair/reno guide

3 Ebby-Wentworth Legacy

4 Facilitate pr¡vate .invest.
7 Dante Day Nursery

3 lnterpretive Plaques

2 Walking tour reprint

7 Street Change - G. M. Hotel
3 Zoning recommendations

ßome confusion over the meaning of "Ebby/Wentworth Legacy")

2.

What factors are important to consider when deciding if the M/WCRP should fund a specific
project? Please indicate the ¡mportance of the following factors by circling your choice
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(strongly agtee, agtee, disagree, strongly disagreel.
- I think that it is important to consider whether the project promotes the physical and social
cohesion of Fon Rouge.

Strongly
Agree
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Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

- I think that it ¡s important to consider whether the project helps groups who are most "¡n
need".

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

(1 no answer - some confusion over the term "in need")

- I think that it is important to consider whether the project strengthens the process of
community involvement in local decision-making.

Strongly
Agree
47

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

- I think that it is important to consider whether the project will encourage partnerships for
funding and completing projects in Fort Rouge.

Strongly
Agree
281

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

- I think that it is important to consider whether the project could be funded and completed
by another organization in the future.

Strongly
Agree
263
3.

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

How do you envision the future? Please indicate, by circling your choice (strongly agree,
agree, disagree, strongly disagreel.

- The number of projects remaining on the M/}VCRP project list indicates that there is a
great deal of work left to do ín this area. Now is the time to start a new Fort Rouge
Citizen's group that will build on what the M/IVCRP has begun.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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- One cannot expect to get everything on the Residents' Committee project list done, we
just need to decide what is feasible to do and then not worry about the other projects. The
MAI/CRP only had a five year mandate.
Strongly

Agree

Disagree

3

I

Agree

Strongly
Disagree

-

Over the past five years, the M/IVCRP has worked with a number of Fort Rouge
community organizations on different projects. Those existing organizations will likely
continue the process of local involvement and decision-making in the community. lt is to
those organizations that the MMCRP can pass on the projects it did not manage to
complete.
Strongly

Agree

Disagree

7

2

Strongly
Disagree

Agree
2

(Some committee members guestioned
want to take on these projects)

if it could be assumed that the organizations will

In question #l all participants were able to indicate projects which they want to

see

completed before the end of the M/WCRP mandate. People chose betwe€n three and

twelve projects. The projects which were chosen the most were the Gladstone/River
Osborne Community Centre Grounds project, the street closure project at the Grant

Motor Hotel, and the Dante Daycare Project. These are all capitâl projects which will
benefit specific areas in Fort Rouge rather than the community at large. These choices
do not agree with the choices which emerged from the scenario workshop. At the other
end of the scale, the projects chosen the least were the Hydro Cooling Station project and

the Hydro Substation project, both neighbourhood beautification projects. This agrees

with what was put forward at the scenario workshop.
The f,rndings for question #1 indicate that individual members of the M/WCRP Resident
Committee do have an idea of which projects they want to complete during the M/WCRP

mandate. There was no strong consensus among the committee members about which
projects to

do. Only two projects were not chosen

at all, and none of the projects were

chosen by more than seven members. This may indicate part

of the reason the Resident

Committee is having such difficulty priorizing the projects to be completed. There is still
a broad mix of opinion, within the committee, about what shouid be funded.
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In question #2 the considerations for decision-making which were most strongly agreed
with were first, "if the project promotes physical and social cohesion in Fort Rouge".
This seems to contradict the projects that were chosen the most in question #1 which are
more site specific, although some residents would argue that a community centre benefits

a broad sector of the community. The second most important consideration

was

"whether the project strengthens the process of community involvement in local decision-

making". It is difficult to say if the most popular projects from question #1 do this,
although being able to change local trafhc flows does indicate the power of local
decision-making.

The two considerations that show a spread from strongly agree to disagree are the
consideration of whether "the project helps a group who is most in need" and whether
"a project could be funded in the future and be completed by someone else". The phrase

in

n.eed was confusing

stricken

for some participants, it could be interpreted as being poverty-

or as being a

special interest

group. A more rigorous

pre-test

of

the

questionnaire could have helped to avoid such confusing phrases. The future orientation

of the last phrase was the consideration that people disagreed with most. According to
the committee members' feedback after the workshop, the future orientation of the
scenarios was a new perspective for them in their decision-making.

Question #3 in the questionnaire explored what the respondent thought about the future

of the proposed M/WCRP projects once the M/WCRP
choices parallel the different options

mandate

is over. The three

for citizen involvement that are presented in

the

scenarios. By far the most strongly agreed upon statement was the f,rrst which presented

the notion of continuing the M/WCRP projects through a new Fort Rouge citizen's

group. Not su¡prising then, the least popular

concept was a complete end to any

proposed projects that do not get done during the M/WCRP mandate. The third option,
passing the projects which still need to be done onto the other community organizations

was also fairly popular although there were some questions about the assumption that

those organizations would actually want to take on the projects. There were two
respondents who agreed with

all three statements. Because this is contradictory, it
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indicates that there was some misunderstanding of the question.

Originally, the questionnaire was to be administered at the end of the evening to measure
any change of opinion or preference as a result of the scenarios but at the end of the
workshop

it

was late and participants were too tired to complete another questionnaire.

Only four participants returned the second questionnaire. This made it impossible to use
the questionnaires as a tool to meâsure preference shifts.

In

summary, the first questionnaire indicated that the committee members have not

reached any measure of consensus on which of the remaining proposed projects should
be recommended for

funding. The questionnaire did indicate two projects which perhaps

people could agree not to fund. The two most important considerations for deciding to
recommend a project for funding are 1) promoting physical and social cohesion in Fort

Rouge and 2) strengthening the process of community involvement in local decision-

making. The least important consideration for the committee's decision-making was
determining if the project could be funded by another organization in the future. The
most popular vision for the future presents a Fort Rouge cítizen group which continues

to undertake the proposed M/WCRP projects. The least popular vision was a disbanding

of any organized citizen group.

4.5

EvnLuatNG THE Scnnnnro Wonxssop

This section presents the initial evaluation of the scenario technique implementation. It

includes feedback from participating committee members

at a debriefing

session

following the scenario workshop and an interview with M/WCRP staff who participated

in the workshop.

4.5.1 DebriefTng With Workshop Participants
A scenario workshop debriefing session was held on at the committee's next regular
meeting, one week later, on November 21, 1995. The purpose of the debriefing was to
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up-date those who could not attend the workshop. After

I

summarized what had

transpired at the workshop, an hour long discussion ensued resulting in some insightful
feedback from the workshop participants.

Committee members talked candidly about their reactions to the scenario workshop and

the feedback was positive. Committee members felt that the scenario workshop was
useful because

it gave their decision-making a sense of direction, an orienlation towards

the future. Some also mentioned that the scenario workshop had provided them with
more of a context for their decision-making.

Workshop participants felt that the scenario workshop should have ideally been done
earlier in the mandate of the M/WCRP in Fort Rouge, when the decision-making strategy
was being developed. They also used the workshop experience to reflect on the funding

decisions that they had made over the past five years. The reflections were somewhat

negative

in nature with the focus on what should not have been funded. Although

alarming at frirst, upon reflection

I realized

that this was, perhaps, part of the process of

internalizing new learning from the scenario workshop. One begins by applying the new
learning to decisions already made in the past.
I

At the debriefing

session committee members did not actively choose to attach specific

projects to the project types that had been identified

later". The committee

for "doing now" or "leaving for

members felt that they had achieved enough from the scenario

workshop in terms of a general framework for decision-making. l-ater, Linda Ring and

Martin Sandhurst told me that they were disappointed by the committee's decision. They

felt that a valuable opportunity for concrete decision-making was missed.

After we were finished debriefing from the scenario workshop I left the committee
meeting.

I

found out later that after

I had left, the Resident

Committee returned to its

project decision-making process. The Committee made a concrete decision that evening
not to fund a particular project. According to Ring and Sandhurst, this was noteworthy
because the committee had always found

it particularly difficult to decide conclusively
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not to fund something. It demanded a certain degree of decision-making confidence.
During this decision-making the committee members apparently made specific reference

to things they had learned during the scenario workshop and this had guided their
thinking on the matter.

4.5.2

Post Workshop Interview With Fort Rouge M/WCRP Staff

On November 29, 1995

I conducted an interview with Linda Ring, neighbourhood

planner, and Martin Sandhurst, community development worker, from the Fort Rouge

M/WCRP. They had both

been working with the Resident Committee over the past five

years and took part in the scenario workshop.

The interview questions and responses are presented here in point

form.

The remarks

from Ring and Sandhurst are not indicated individually; they both contributed to

the

answers for each question.

Ouestion #1: ln your own words, how did the scenario workshop benefit the
Resident Committee?
Resoonses:

"lt provided a focus on the future of the neighbourhood and a context

for

decision-making, which is something new for them."

"lt took the committee members away from decisions about spec¡f¡c projects,
which are currently overwhelming, to the broader context of their decisionmaking. "

"lt helped committee members contemplate whatthe neighbourhood represents
now and where they are now."

"lt may help them make decisions."
"lt gets beyond individual interests, through providing a broader context."

"lt is a community building technique; people working together draws

them

together. "

"lndividual committee members were able to confirm what they already knew."

"lt provides a guide for committee members' future involvement w¡thin

their

own interest groups."
"lt was thought provoking because it opens up options from now to the future."
Ouestion#

2: How was the scenario workshop different than the other

processes used in the resident committee to set up the criteria for decisionmaking. What was new or different about the scenario process?

Resoonses:
"Previous exercises have included identifying strengths and weaknesses of the
community, the sticky dot exercise to priorize projects, meeting municipal

department representatives to learn more about the neighbourhood, and
Centreplan type process (Gap analysis)."

a

"The scenario process focuses on the future."
"The other exercises done to aid decision-making have been focused more on
the area as it is now."
Ouestion #3: D¡d the workshop provide you with any new information? Did it
provide the participants with any new information?
Responses:
"The scenarios helped to frame existing information in a new way."

"No new projects emerged."
"There was more emphasis in the way the words were being framed."

"New committee members became partners through the workshop."
Ouestion #4: Can you suggest any improvements to the scenario workshop
process?
Resoonses:

"The workshop involved a process and a product, the process was great but
the product was somewhat loose."
"Need to tie up loose ends at the end of the meeting, it was a little unclear
where the committee should go with the new info."

"The matching process needs to be resolved."
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Other Comments:

"This is a planner's technique; there is no doubt about it."
"There is another M/WCRP Resident Committee that is ínterest group driven;
this process would be very useful for them."
"The technique can be used at any time because it can do a number of different
things. "

"The axis diagram is crucial to the workshop, it can be referred to during the
workshop. "

"The narrative is also essent¡al to ground the variables."

"After the scenario workshop, at the next Resident Committee meeting,
committee members voted not to do a specific project; the decision came out
quite fluidly and reference was made to the lessons learned from the scenario
workshop. "
"The shared experience of working together has helped committee members to
feel that their thoughts are valid."
The interview was approximately one hour long. We also discussed the future use of
scenarios

in the M/WCRP. The M/WCRP administration was interested in

the

application of the scenario technique with other Resident Committees. They wanted to
have a seminar on scenario construction and use in a workshop setting with a group of

M/WCRP planners.

4.5.3 Applying the Four

Elements of an Effective Participatory Technique

In chapter two, four elements of an effective participatory technique were drawn from
the literature. These elements were identifred prior to the demonstration project. Now

that the demonstration has been completed

it is useful to revisit these elements for

evaluation purposes. The comments and feedback listed above indicate that the attributes

of the future scenario technique exceed these original four elements.

The four elements of an effective participatory technique are: 1) participants

are

encouraged to develop considered judgement; 2) values are made explicit and participants

are given the opportunity to shift preferences; 3) old decision-making assumptions are
challenged; 4) participants are able to find common ground despite issue-based divisions

in the participant group.
On the surface, the frrst element, developing considered judgement, did not appear to be
the most important for the M/WCRP Resident Committee. The committee members have
been working together in the community for almost five years. Their deliberations have

involved ongoing discussions about the issues related to their decision-making. Also they
have been provided with detailed and useful information for their decision-making. This
has

all contributed to their considered judgement.

While the committee did have a great deal of detailed information about each project

which they reviewed for funding, they seemed to be lacking a broader contextual

to guide their decision-making. This was realized by the committee
members when they went through the scenario workshop. According to M/WCRP
understanding

planners, Linda Ring and Martin Sandhurst, the committee needed a broader, future
oriented context upon which they could base some of the tougher decisions, especially
towards the end of the mandate when finances were more constrained.

The second element, making values explicit - a shift in preferences, was evident in this
demonstration project despite the failings of the questionnaire to quantifiably measure

preference

shifts. An identihable shift in

preferences occurred when committee

members, who had previously strongly recommended capital projects (e.g. decorative

lighting or community centre improvements), started talking about how valuable process
oriented projects (communication and establishing neighbourhood linkages) are to the

well being of Fort Rouge. This was a direct result of the scenarios.
The third element, challenging old decision-making assumptions, was apparent in the
demonstration project. According to Ring and Sandhurst, and the committee members
themselves, the scenarios caused the Resident Committee to think about their decision-

making in a new

way. It

was evident that the scenarios made the committee members
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reframe their thinking about some of the decisions to be made. The main reason given

for this was the future context of the scenarios, which caused people to think about a new
basis for their decisions. Some committee members commented that they had never

really thought about the future aspect of their decision-making for the Fort Rouge

M/WCRP. Their thoughts were usually focused on the present, with their decisionmaking logic based on past experiences. Although scenarios focus on the future, they
are based on the present and as a result, committee members were forced to use a
different type of logic to understand the decisions facing them.

What was also interesting, but unanticipated, was that some committee

members

indicated that the scenarios had somehow validated some of the intuitive thoughts they

had about the priorizing projects

for funding, but had never talked about with

committee. This in turn made some committee members more comfortable

the

about

expressing their thoughts and ideas during the workshop.

The fourth element, finding common ground, was also evident in the demonstration

project. The future context of the scenarios served to allow committee members to get
beyond some of their present day individual interests. Although not a large problem with

this Resident Committee, individual interests have caused some of the committee's

difhcult. This is especially true when specific people
representing community interests and groups which are seeking funding from

decision-making to be rather

are
the

M/WCRP.

Both Ring and Sandhurst also commented that they had seen new committee members

finally become fully involved in the dialogue about the decision-making issues. V/orking
on the scenario exercises helped bring people together. Linda Ring said that she saw
potential to use future scenarios as a technique for community building.
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4.6

PnBsBvrn¡G ScENARIo-Usr lNslcnrs

nr a WonxsHoP ron Pr,¡'r.nIERs

Following the scenario workshop with the Resident Committee, I was asked by the Fort
Rouge M/WCRP to present the scenario technique to a group of M/WCRP planners who

all work with resident committees. Although

unanticipated, this opportunity was

fortunate because it was a direct indicator that the planners involved, Ring and Sandhurst,
had found the technique useful. Also, I would have access to the planners' insights about
the scenario technique. Thepracticum research provided a series offindings, and lessons

learned. By having the opportunity to present the findings of the practicum to planning
practitioners

which

I

hoped they would question what

I had overlooked.

I

was presenting, pointing out things

More specif,rcally I wanted to gain some conftrmation of the

challenges of facilitating decision-making in groups of citizens that

I had identified early

on in the practicum research.

The workshop was held on January 8, 1996 from 9:00 am to 12:00 noon at the Fort
Rouge M/WCRP office at524 Osborne St. The following people attended the workshop:

Don Gannon

Manager

of the Neighbourhood Programs Division

for

Community Services, City of Winnipeg

Patti Baker

Senior Planner, Neighbourhood Programs Division

Debbie Werboweski

Neighbourhood Planner, Neighbourhood Programs

Linda Ring

Neighbourhood Planner, Neighbourhood Programs

Dianne Johnson

Neighbourhood Planner, Neighbourhood Programs

Grace de Jong

Community Development Worker, Neighbourhood Programs

Graciela Petronio

Community Development Worker, Neighbourhood Programs

Russ McAuley

Community Development Worker, Neighbourhood Programs

Dennis Fletcher

Business Improvement Zone Officer

Colin Duffield

Volunteer Recorder
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4.6.1 Identifying the Challenges of Citizen-Based Decision-Making in M/WCRP
Resident Committees
Most people knew each other well so the introductions at the beginning of the planners'
workshop were

brief. As a warm up to the topic of future scenarios, I

questioned the

planners about the challenges they face in the M/WCRP as they facilitate decision-making

in the resident committees for the various project

areas in

Winnipeg. The purpose of this

exercise was to def,rne the reasons for developing a new participatory technique for

planners. If there were no identifiable problems with the way in which things were being
done then there would be no reason to develop a new technique. When the question was

first posed the planners began with large

issues

of a political nature. I prompted

them

to focus on the more practical aspects of the iocal level decision-making process. As it
turned out the planners were able to identify a number of problems and challenges:

"The M/WCRP has limited resources so members must priorize a number of benehcial
projects. "
sometimes difficult to maintain a community context in the decision-making of a
small group of people from the community, they get caught up in their own interests. "

"It is

"There are time-related expectations.
"People have preconceived notions.

"

"

"Personality dynamics can be a challenge." (quiet people missed or "squeaþ wheel")
"People dislike making decisions. "
"People must be comfortable making decisions or they hesitate to make them.
"People's ability to make decisions is directly related to their feelings."
"Decision-makers need more than information."

"The process cannot be too scientific.

"

"Decision-makers must buy into the decisions which are being made. "

They also agreed with the following additional challenges of citizen-based decisionmaking that I identified:
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o future uncertainty;
o complex information;
o different knowledge levels in the group; and
o limiting decision-making assumptions.
I then pointed out that the list which we had just brainstormed indicated that there were
still some generally agreed upon dilemmas faced in decision-making processes with
citizen groups, such as the M/WCRP Resident Committees. This means that there
remains a need for planning techniques designed to address these dilemmas. While
cautioned that scenarios are not a panacea

I

I

suggested to the group that they might find

the technique particularly useful in addressing some of the practical issues which they had

just raised

4.7

INTRoDUcINc rHE ScBN¡,p¡o TrcrnuQup

& n Mnr Exrulpr.B

After demonstrating the need for a new planning technique for citizen-based decisionmaking,

I proceeded with an introduction of the scenario

technique, including a brief

history, and generic instructions for writing and using scenarios with a group of citizens

involved

in a decision-making process. To make the scenario technique

more

understandable and to give those at the workshop a sense of what it is like to work with
scenarios, we went through an abbreviated scenario exercise. Prior to the workshop

had held a brainstorming session with three of the M/WCRP planners to identify
appropriate

issue. We identified the key issue,

I

an

streetscaping, and the key factors

associated with it.

4.7.1

The Glenwood Scenarios

Dec 21, 1995 Brainstorming Session

ISSUES:

1. Should streetscaping be a funding priority for the
M/WCRP?

2, lf yes, what type of streetscaping?
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Glenwood

KEY FACTORS & DRIVING FORCES:

Demographics
declining population
higher percentage of people 25 - 34 & over 65, compared to City-wide
averages
young families (2 parent) in starter homes
lower income
many older families move to newer subdivisions
Local Business
newer strip mall development (south St Vital)
limited diversity of businesses types
business development spread out geographically
car oriented businesses not easily accessible to pedestrians (seniors)
fledgling business organization - BIZ
non-resident business owners
most not dependent on local residents
some commercial/residential conflict

Traffic
heavy traffic (potential to increase)
transit route
St Mary's street widening
twinning & upgrade of Main & Norwood Bridges
Tourism
possible fostering of historic assets
possible development of riverbank access
possible new "spin off" businesses

Community ldentity
majority of residents are not choosing
community
lacking sense of community identity

to remain

Predetermined Elements in the next 10 years:
o increasingly heavy traffic - commuter
. relatively older neighbourhood - heritage & aging housing
o declining resident population

Critical Uncertainties in the next 10 years:
o impact of increased traffic
. tourism potential - riverbank development, linear park?
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long-term in the

o resident populat¡on mix & numbers
o business types & new development
o changing business cliental
o Glenwood BIZ - organized to what level?
THE SCENARIOS FOR GLENWOOD IN 2006
Passing
Through

Stopping

off

t-------------

Low
Business Community
Organization

Destination
Spot
----------l
High
Business Community
Organization

1. Passing Through - 2006
W¡th the twinning of the Main & Norwood Bridges and the widening of portions
of St Mary's, traffic passing through Glenwood has increased over the past ten
years carrying south-end residents to the City centre and home again.
Traffic has become heavier through Glenwood because Pembina Highway has
become a much slower commuter route; congestion through Osborne Village
has never really been alleviated. As a result, St Anne's and St Mary's have
been identified as more convenient commuting routes with few hold ups and
well coordinated traffic lights.
Due to an aging housing stock and increasing high speed traffic the population

base in Glenwood has continued to decline. ln general, there are fewer of
those new young families which have traditionally moved into Glenwood to buy
"starter homes". There are few pedestrian controlled street crossings and the
existing sidewalks along St Mary's and St Anne's are crumbling and difficult to
navigate in many spots. On the other hand, opt¡mum commuting speed has
been maintained and Glenwood has become known to many Winnipegers as the
"fast stretch" on the commute between home and work.

Glenwood businesses have remained primarily regional in nature. After a
number of unsuccessful attempts to coordinate efforts, the local Glenwood BIZ
has disbanded. lnternal differences between members and failure to secure
sufficient funds for planned projects caused the BIZ members to lose their early
enthusiasm for business cooperation. There has been little
commercial/residential cooperation and tensions between the residents and
business owners have remained antagonistic especially where businesses and
houses are in close proximity to each other.
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2. Stopping Off - 2006
As in scenario #1, commuter traffic has increased through Glenwood due to
bridge and road improvements which have made the route more convenient.
What is different is that the Glenwood business community has become well
organized over the past ten years and has developed and implemented a
detailed business strategy, Their goal has been to ent¡ce as much commuter
traffic as possible to stop at community businesses. Glenwood has become the

place where commuters pick up their groceries, drop off their dry cleaning, get
their shoes repaired, buy the paint for that home renovation project on the
weekend, see the dentist and meet with friends for a coffee on the way home
from work. Of course there is accessible and ample parking for all who chose
to stop. The route is commonly known as the "Glenwood Service Corridor".
People actually chose to commute along this route because of the coordinated

commuter services which are combined with relatively high speed traffic
movement.

The service corridor is also quite convenient for residents who live in the area.
That is, as long as they are willing to get in their cars to move about their
neighbourhood. This aspect of Glenwood has enticed some new residents into
the community although others have fled the higher traffic levels and the lack

pedestrian amenities. The focus on Glenwood's two main streets is
convenience for car drivers, the pedestrian environment ¡s not well defined nor
well maintained. Strip malls, ample parking, and wide streets all facilitate the
movement of vehicular traffic, While traffic speed has not been significantly
compromised there are now numerous possibilities for getting the days chores
done along the Glenwood service corridor.

of

3. The Destination Spot - 2006

Glenwood is no longer just a place to speed through as fast as possible. Over
the past ten years Glenwood has become known across Winnipeg as a great
place to visit for an afternoon walk along the water walkway which now
stretches north along the Red River. People come to relax or to recreate and
of course, to people-watch from one of the local cafes'

Through the cooperat¡on and leadership of the local BIZ and resident
organizations this reshaping of Glenwood's identity has been possible.
Coordination with different municipal departments aided the initial river access
improvement. Local business development has focused in the river front atea,
capitalizing on the new leisure and recreational opportunities. Cafes and
boutiques have sprung up in the vicinity of the river walkway, and roller blade
and bike rentals are doing well.
Although most new street level development has been concentrated along the
Red River on St Mary's, all of Glenwood has been identified with this new
"River" image. The Glenwood symbol is a paddle wheel boat which
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incorporates the heritage and river themes of the community.
Higher levels of pedestrian street use have necessitated more cross walks and
amenities for people. While parking lots are needed for the visitors to the area
they are less prominent in this pedestrian oriented quarter.
Home renovation and building restoration are now common sights all over the
Glenwood community. Hard work on the part of local residents and business
owners has resulted in an improved urban environment which is now much
more "people friendly". This has convinced some local families to commit to
the community and stay put rather than moving south to newer suburbs.

4.7.2 Further Workshop Proceedings
Once people had had the opportunity to read the Glenwood scenario set they formed two
small groups and discussed the scenarios. The discussion focused on two main questions.
First, participants were asked if there was anything that they would alter in the scenario
set to make them more realistic and probable. Second participants were then asked how
the three scenarios would affect the type of decisions they would make around the issue
of streetscaping in Glenwood.

1. How would you alter the scenarios to make them more probable?
scenario 2 is realistic and scenario 3 is achievable
need to talk about other funding sources

o
.
o

o
o
o
o
o

community support is essential to any scenario; the amount of local support
is different in each scenario (low in scenario 1 and high in scenario 3)
the scenarios need to explore winter realities more, right now they are
summertime scenarios
there should be links with the Seine River, it is also a source of actívity and
a destination attraction
there is a downside to destination spots - crowds, nonlocals, loss of local
control once it becomes too much of a destination spot
there is an imposed identity in scenario 3.
A destination spot identity should grow out of a local identity which already
exists

2. How would the scenarios affect the decisions which you would make about
streetscaping ?
a in scenario 2 parking is a big issue
o in scenario 3 riverbank development is an issue
a in scenarios 2 & 3 transit transfers are important
o design of streetscaping should not be "throw away" in case street widening
takes place at a later date, the features can be moved elsewhere in the

community
also do things that can remain whether there is street widening or not (eg
burying overhead wiring not building new sidewalks beside a currently
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.
o

narrow road)
specify areas which would not be affected even if street widening went
ahead

consider how to create the feeling of a pedestrian street

After the "hands on" demonstration of how scenarios can be used with a group of
participants we turned to another practical example. Linda Ring and I briefly presented
our reflections about the Fort Rouge Scenario workshop. We talked about the process
and then about the feedback from members of the resident committee. At the end of the
workshop I distributed a practical guide for using scenarios, especially designed for
M/WCRP planners.
4.8

RBrr,Bcrnr¡c oN Tffi ScENARIo WoRKSHoP FoR NprcmournooD PLANNINc
Pntcrmor.rEns

Questions and comments arose throughout the workshop and many important issues were
brought up. Some of the issues which were raised in the workshop are:

It would help if there was a template for identifying key factors to consider
when brainstorming around the issue or decision.

It is important to keep in mind the purpose of the decision throughout the
scenario process.
The answer in the decision-making can also be
remember,

o

"no". This is important to

lt is important to make it clear that using scenarios is not just an exercise in
choosing your favourite vision - the reality check is provided by including a
discussion around which scenarios are probable as well as which are
desirable,

After the workshop some of the planners expressed uncertainty about whether they would
be able to actually write scenarios for workshops with Resident Committees.

that practice certainly helps.

I

I

responded

suggested that the M/WCRP planners create scenarios

for

the Resident Committees in a team of two or even with a few Resident Committee
members. As stated earlier, it is essential that tile scenarios also go through an approval
process with the people who

will be using the scenarios in their decision-making. They

must have the opportunity to improve the scenarios so they are mofe useful.
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In the planner's scenario workshop, I compressed the scenario exercise into a one hour
time slot. The purpose of the exercise was to give the planners a sense of what using
scenarios was

like.

Compressing the example scenario exercise into less than an hour

hindered the effectiveness of the scenario process. The participants did not go through

the

full process, they

were just warming up

to the scena¡ios and moving into the

decision-making phase when we had to wrap up the workshop. It indicated that scenario
workshops with decision-making groups cannot be

brief. They must be at least a half

day in length.

Another valuable point which was reinforced in the planner's scenario workshop was that
planners cannot be satisfied with public participation that simply provides the most
desirable choice. Considering the hscal difhculties of implementing any publicly funded

project, those who take part in the decision-making must take current realities in to
account. Not to do so gives those who are participating false expectations. The scenario

workshop must provide participants the opportunity

to

make choices which are

constrained by current realities.

A final point that has been reinforced

as

I

is that it is simply a technique not a cure

continue to work with the scenario technique

all.

As with any technique, context and the

it are equally as important in its potential effectiveness. If the group is
motivated and has sufficient resources it will more than likely produce useful results.
If the opposite is true then, no matter what the technique, the undertaking will most

people using

likely not be very successful. Also, there are some situations which

seem

to be more

conducive to the use of scenarios than others. What makes a technique useful is knowing

when and how to use it.
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4.9

Ftm-nr ScnN¡,nros: Mmrmc rrm Cnnr-r-BxcBs oF CmzBx-Blsnn
Drclslox-Mer<nlc

Conducting the scenario workshop with the Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee

provided the opportunity to demonstrate and evaluate the technique. The effective
implementation

of future

scenarios

in the demonstration project indicates that it is

a

for planners facilitating citizen-based decision-making at the
neighbourhood level. The second iteration of the workshop also confirmed the
useful technique

preconditions necessary for using scenarios identified in chapter three.

The planners' workshop allowed me to see some planning practitioners' initial response
to the scenario technique. Their questions and comments alerted me to issues of concern
but their general openness indicated that this was a technique which could address some

of their

needs

in the facilitation of citizen-based decision-making. From the planner's

workshop the problems which characterize citizen-based decision-making were identified.
When compared with the demonstration project experience the results indicated that the
scenario technique can address, to varying degrees, some of those challenges.

Although the participant questionnaire did not provide the type of results I had originally
intended, it did provide some indications of the participants' thoughts and opinions prior

to the workshop. Administering the questionnaire also alerted me to the fact that
questionnaire results can vary depending on the circumstances when participants respond.

Energy levels and time pressures can affect results significantly.

The demonstration project results have focused primarily on procedural evaluation rather

than outcome evaluation.

At this point it is difficult to know

whether better more

effective decisions will be made by the Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee, or
whether decisions

will be made with

decision not to fund one project.

greater confidence, save

It was clear that the scenario

series of procedural benehts in the demonstration project.
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for the committee's

technique did provide a

USING F'T]Tt]RE SCENARIOS FOR CITIZEN.BA,SED

DECISION-MAKING IN NEIGTIBOURHOOD PLANNING

5.1

Ownvmw

Interviews with local planners and Fort Rouge community members and a review of the
planning literature have brought to light a host of problems and frustrations concerning

current participatory techniques. The premise of this practicum is that the scenario
approach, a technique employing narrative descriptions of alternative futures, has the
potential to address those problems.

Future scenarios have already been used

in

some multi-million dollar participatory

processes such as Vancouver's CityPlan and Calgary's GoPlan

(City of Vancouver 1994

&. 1995; City of Calgary 1992,I994a,1994b,1995). Despite the use of scenarios in such
large planning processes, little analysis or evaluation of the technique is available. It is
not known

if

the planners involved could have employed other techniques to achieve the

ends. There are no concrete suggestions for when to apply scenarios and what
objectives can be achieved using the technique. Finally nothing is written to guide
same

planners through the implementation of scenarios in participatory environments.

To address these gaps in the scenario literature a demonstration of the technique in a
participatory process was necessary. The demonstration project that emerged with the
Fort Rouge M/V/CRP Resident Committee focused on using future scenarios in citizenbased decision-making

at the neighbourhood

planning

level. The demonstration

experience resulted in a better understanding of why, when and how the technique can
be used effectively in citizen-based decision-making.
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5.2

h,osr-rMs rN Cmzpn-nrsnn DrcrsroN-MAKrNc Annnnssrn By rm
ScBNmro Trcmreup

Chapter four identified characteristic problems encountered by the facilitators of citizenbased decision-making relating to both working in a participatory group and to decision-

making itself. The literature and observations from the demonstration project experience

confirm the following problems faced by participatory groups during citizen-based
decision-making:

o the use of old decision-making assumptions;
o an inherent dislike of decision-making;
o a reliance on feelings as much as on information;
o diff,rculty maintaining a broad decision-making context;
o complex information;
o limited financial resources which make choices more difficult;

.

interest-based divisions between participants;

o different knowledge levels and areas of expertise; and
o unrealistic expectations from participation.
The demonstration project has made it clear that the attributes of future scenarios exceed

the original four elements for effective participatory techniques identified
literature. In relation to the first five problems above,

some

in

the

of the primary benefits of

scenario use observed in the Resident Committee workshop are psychological in nature.

These benefits include re-anchoring, re-framing, challenging assumptions based on

availability, and presenting new possibilities in a non-threatening manner (Schoemaker
1993, Schwartz 1991). Prior to the scenario workshop, the committee did not explicitly

consider the future

in their decisions. M/WCRP

planners, Linda Ring and Martin

Sandhurst agreed that scenarios helped to re-anchor the committee's decision-making,
stating that techniques which had been used with the committee to date had not been

future oriented. Participants in the Resident Committee workshop stated that the future
scenarios connected present realities to future possibilities

in a tangible fashion,

thus

making explicit the future impiications of their decisions.

The scenarios also helped committee members to reframe their decisions in a broader
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context that linked the present to a range of possible futures. In opening up committee
members to the idea that several futures are all possible, the scenario workshop shifted

the decision-making context from that
"several choices that best

fit

of "one fixed choice for one fixed future,'

to

several futures".

Committee members were stalled

in their

decision-making process because

of

the

complexity involved in specific projects. By taking a broader future oriented perspective,
the committee members were also able to simplify some of the outstanding issues.
Scenarios are useful when opinions, viewpoints, areas

of competence and knowledge

levels differ (Schoemaker 1993, Brewer 1986). In addition, they are also useful for
group learning (Brewer 1986, Wack 1985b). These benef,rts were observed to some
degree, in the Resident Committee workshop. The citizen participants, and planning
practitioners Ring and Sandhurst stated that the scenario technique assisted people to
move beyond their individual interests to see a more collective, future-oriented vision.
As a planner, Ring also saw the potential of using scenarios with groups which are

divided by conflicting interests; even

if

that was not a major issue in the Fort Rouge

M/WCRP demonstration case.

The scenario workshop format also helped draw people together in a joint problemsolving approach as they worked with the scenarios. This sense of partnership helped
validate a wider spectrum of opinions and possibilities. Participants who felt that their
ideas did not initially f,rt the "norm", were inspired by the scenario workshop to be more

open about their opinions. The scenario approach resulted

in knowledge "pooling,'

among participants.

As observed, an essential strength of the scenario technique is that it enables participants
to put desirability and probability issues in context which is important because it provides
an operational and contingency framework for expectations. Consequently, participation

does not simply result

in a "wish list" but

grounds expectations

in a contingency

framework. The ability of scenarios to get decision-makers to question their assumptions
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about the future and make more realistic decisions based on future possibilities is
extremely valuable (Schwartz 1991, Wack 1985a, 1985b).

The scenario technique clearly assisted the M/WCRP committee in what Schoemaker

(1993) calls pre-decision analysis, as reported by the committee members during
debriefing. The Resident Committee wished they had worked with scenarios earlier in
their five year mandate to benef,rt more from the pre-decision analysis.

5.3

Cnmcnr, PnpcolrmoNs FoR Sc¡Nnnro Usp

For a planning technique to be useful

it must be clear

when a planner should and can

employ it (Glass 1979). The demonstration project indicated the necessary preconditions

for scenario

use

in a citizen-based decision-making process at the neighbourhood planning

level:

1. a defined planning process;
clear roles for all participating in the process;
3. a committed group of citizens;
4. mutually agreed upon definitions of key terms;
5. identification of, and agreement on the specific issue(s) to be addressed; and
6. all participants possess a basic knowledge of the issue(s).

2.

The first five preconditions were missing from the initial iteration of the demonstration

project, causing its eventual cancellation.
second iteration
implementation

All six preconditions

of the demonstration project

of the scenario technique.

were present

in

the

to the
the second iteration of the

and contributed positively

However,

demonstration project also indicated that the scenario technique should be used prior to

the initiation of the decision-making process.

If

not already in place, the preconditions

for the successful implementation of the scenario technique in citizen-based
decision-making, can be created by the planner. For example, the six preconditions
necessary

could be established in the first iteration of the demonstration project, the Fort Rouge
Neighbourhood Management Process, so that the scenario technique could be successfully
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applied.

In order for a citizen group to

use scenarios effectively

it is not necessary for

everyone

to be in agreement over key issues or to have the same knowledge levels (Brewer 1986),

but all participants must be familiar with the key issues being addressed.

It is the

planner's responsibility to ensure citizen group knowledge about the issues prior to the
scenario exercise.

If

scenarios are to be used effectively

in citizen-based decision-making then the issues to

be addressed must not only be clear and understandable to those involved they must be

well defrned and specific. In Vancouver's CityPlan and Calgary's GoPlan, where the
participatory objective was citizen-based visioning, the scenario technique was used to
address large composite issues such as transportation planning and the creation

of a new

city plan. A city or transportation plan consists of numerous issues. In citizen-based
decision-making, each

of

these specific issues could be the subject

workshop. The types of issues which are suitable for

s.cenario use

of a scenario

in

citizen-based

decision-making can be complex, contentious, and uncertain, but they should be as
focused as possible.

5.4

Anvrcr ro

Pr-Al.î.rERS

FoR ScnNmro UsB

The demonstration project has provided insights about scenario use only possible through

the actual implementation of the technique. While detailed practical instructions for

writing scenarios and designing a scenario workshop are presented in chapter four,
lessons learned

l

in the process of the demonstration project are presented

as follows:

Prepare for a wide range of reading and comprehension levels. One cannot assume

a certain general comprehension level when writing and using scenarios in

public

participation. The participatory environment usually attracts a variety of people with
different knowledge levels and interests. Using the scenario technique involves altering
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one's mental models of the future and challenges the basic assumptions upon which
decisions are made (Schwartz 1991, Wack 1985a

& i985b,

Schoemaker 1993). This can

be quite a foreign experience for some people. In the Resident Committee workshop
some people thoroughly enjoyed using scenarios, while others were uncomfortable with

the mental challenges scenarios pose. Literacy, reading comprehension and openness to

new ways of thinking among participants must all be considered when introducing and
using scenarios.

To make scenarios more universally understandable, they can also be presented visually,
using videos or interactive computer programs (Emmelin 1991). Scenario text can also
be presented in more familiar formats such as newspaper or personal letter style (Koehn
1990, Coates 1990). The Vancouver CityPlan (City of Vancouver 1994

&

1995) process

took different comprehension levels and language differences into account by presenting

the scenarios not only in text form, but also through a "Future Cities Fair" which
travelled to different locations in the

city. The fair presented future city visions in multi-

lingual text and in a visual format.

2. Include a warm-up section in the workshop. Most participants will not come to

the

workshop prepared and ready to begin the main scenario exercise. For a number of
reasons many people may not read the scenarios

or familiarize themselves with

the

process ahead of time so there should be time allotted for a warm-up session within the

workshop process. Enough time should be scheduled for participants to become familiar

and comfortable with the scenarios. The familiarization process can be aided by
introducing some general questions about the scenarios for small group discussion. This
type of warm up can help to improve the subsequent dialogue that takes place in the
workshop.

3. Ethical considerations involved in the shaping of scenario information. Constructing
scenarios involves the weaving together of many threads of information to produce new

future possibilities. The potential for the misuse of information is just as great,

if

not

more so, than other public participation techniques. Judith Innes, writing about
i10

Communicative Action theory and the process of turning information into action, states:

"If knowledge

that makes a difference is constructed through a process in which the planner
is not only a player, but a guide and manager, initiating and framing questions and directing
attention, then ethical principles for this planner become even more essential" (Innes 1995,

l8s).
Planners employing the scenario technique should be aware of how they use information

and the power they have to frame problems, inform, and call attention to one point or
another within the scenario set. One of the main strengths of the scenario technique is
that it can make the assumptions and values used in decision-making more transparent.

If

this transparency is somehow compromised the technique will not be trusted by the

citizen participants using

it.

For example, Barton Reid offers this critique of the Catgary

GoPlan process:
"Unfortunately, far from being an open-ended exploration of alternative futures, a general
bias towards a modified version of the starus quo permeates most of the information which
has been provided to the public. In this regard GoPlan has not been immune from the
conceptual manipulation and predigested scenario construction which has also appeared in
the models dealing with fun¡re urban patterning sponsored by the Greater Vancouver
Regional District and the Office for the Greater Toronto Region a few years ago" (Reid
1995, 9).
When presenting future possibilities in scenarios it is possible to promote one future more

than the others. Some scenario writers aim for this type

(Olgilvy 1992). When this is the

case

participants using the scenarios
Otherwise,

it must

of normative

scenario set

it is important to make it explicit so that citizen

will trust the process and not become

cynical.

be clear that there is no "right" scenario, all are possible; the goal

is to find decisions that can flourish in all possibilities.
One way to avoid potentially unbalanced scenarios is to involve the participants in the
scenario construction. Unfortunately, this

will not often be possible, due to perennial

time and financial restraints. The onus is then on the planner, who has constructed the
scenarios, to make them as transparent as possible.
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4. Allow participants the opportunity to change and modify the scenarios. Collectively,
the participant group should be able to change the scenario set and make it far better than

any one person designing the scenarios could (Brewer 1986). Providing an opportunity

early in the workshop for participants to critique the scenarios and change them so that
they are more comfortable with the scenario set can be very helpful.

It

allows the

scenarios to be as realistic and appropriate as possible, thus truly useful for decision-

making. It also provides participants with a sense of ownership of the process. This
does necessitate a facilitator who is flexible and comfortable with a responsive type of
process.

5.5

In,rpr,rCarroNs FoR Funrrren RrsBencn AND APPLICATIoN

The scenario technique offers exciting potential to the planner who

facilitates

participatory processes and the citizens participating. However, there are still many
questions which remain regarding the implementation

of the technique in planning

environments. The evaluation and analysis resulting from this practicum provides the

first step in, what should ideally be, an ongoing

assessment

of the scenario technique.

According to Hirschhorn (1980) the scenario technique can be assessed on the basis of
both procedure and outcomes. The Fort Rouge demonstration project focused on the
procedural aspects of the implementation of the scenario technique. Long-term research

on the possible outcomes of using a scenario technique also needs to be conducted at

a

neighbourhood planning level.

Although the literature reviewed revealed articles and books about specific techniques

have been published, only Glass' 1979 article connects specific techniques to
participatory objectives. More detailed demonstration research connecting participatory
objectives with specific techniques is necessary for the development of future scenario

planning applications. Without clear objectives, the design and evaluation of
participatory processes will continue to be difficult for planners and citizen participants.

rt2

Finally, more demonstration research which transfers techniques from the field of
business management

to urban planning is needed. Why is it that planning inherits

participatory techniques such as strategic management, search conferences and the
scenario technique directly from the f,reld

of

business management? Why

is

the

development of new techniques not happening within the field of planning itself? Also,

what common guidelines could be developed for importing a technique from the business

field to planning. Some planning theorists have written briefly on this topic (Benveniste
1989, Hodge 1991, Bryson

& Roering 1987) but planners could certainly

use more

practical guidance in this area.

The continual improvement of techniques for public participation is essential for
maintaining the effectiveness and credibility of the planning profession. Since the 1960's
planners have worked with citizens to guide government decision-making. The issues
change and the degree of participation varies, but the desire of Canadians to participate

meaningfully in the decision-making which affects their lives and environments endures.

The clear statement of participatory objectives, the use of appropriate participatory
techniques, and the facilitation

of participatory

processes

in a transparent and open

manner are necessary steps to ensure constructive and productive citizen participation.

The future scenario technique provides citizens and planners with a vehicle to improve
both information exchange and satisfaction with a participatory decision-making process.
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RESPoNDEvTS

& QuesnoNs

Key Informants and Interview Date:

23.06.95 Ross Mitchell
27.06.95 Linda Ring
29.06.95 Chris Knoll
04.07.95 Marie I-ark
05.07.95 Allan Sheperd
06.07.95 George & Geri Jarvis

Community Planner, City of V/innipeg
Neighbourhood Planner, Fort Rouge M/TVCRP
Community Planner City of Winnipeg
Corydon Resident Association
Osborne BIZ &. Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee

Earl Grey Safety Association

& Fort Rouge MAilCRP

Resident Committee

21.07.95 Basil & Donna l:gopoulos Osborne BIZ
Corydon BIZ
02.08.95 Gerry Parent
Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee
03.08.95 Heather Cram
Riverborne Development Association
03.08.95 Susan Prentice
City Councillor, Fort Rouge Ward
08.08.95 Glen Murray
Corydon BIZ
09.08.95 Pat Courtnage
Osborne Resident Association & Fort Rouge M/\MCRP
09.08.95 Marty Donkervoort
09.08.95
11.08,95
15.08.95

Bob

Resident Committee
Fort Rouge M/WCRP Resident Committee
Riverborne Development Association (former member)
Corydon BIZ

Mark

Sandy Altner
Joe Bova

The Interview Questions:

1.

What issues have arisen in the Fort Rouge community in the past five years, who was involved and how
were they resolved?

2.

What would you identify as the key issues presently facing Fort Rouge community members today?

3. TVhat issue should be addressed

in a public participation planning workshop? What choices do think
are available? (best and worst case scenarios).

4.

What time line is appropriate when proposing a solution to this issue? (e.g. tax increases in 5 years or
neighbourhood deterioration in l5 years?)

5.

What attitudes towards growth are held by community members?

6.

Who would you identify as a coûtmunity opinion leader in Fort Rouge?

7.

Are you familiar with the Fort Rouge Neighbourhood Management Plan? Do you think that it

will

effective?

8. Based on your experience, what is the role of public participation in Fort Rouge?

9.

Can you identify any problems with public participation, the way

10. What time do you think is appropriate for the workshop?
11. Is there anyone else that you think

I

should interview?
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26.L0.95 &

Acrxpe 15.f 1.95

FORT ROUGE MANITOBA/WINNIPEG
MMI.TNITY REVIT ALTZ ATION PROGRAM
RESIDENTS COMMITTEE
76th MEETING MINUTES

DATE:

Thursday, October 26, 1995

TIME:

7:00 P.M.

PLACE:

Fort Rouge ì,//WCRP -- 2ND Floor, 524 Osbome St.

ÄTTENDANCE:

12 members Present

ABSENT:

Heather Cram (With Regrets)

Marty Donkervoort

Tim Duprey
Sister Fiola
Elaine Gray (With Regrets)
Glen McDonald
Alan Shepard (Wiù Regrets)

Daile Un¡uh

STAFF:

Linda fung, Ma¡tin Sandhurst

RBCORDING

Kathy Horkoff

SECRETARY:

1.

CALL TO ORDER: 7:05 bY Char Okell

2.

AGENDA REVIEW:

Char reviewed the agenda and noted that a

representative

of

the

Recycling Council of Manitoba wouid be here to request committee members complete
a questionnaire, that a representative of Winnipeg Hydro would be appearing as a
delegation, and that a City Plaruring Department student from the University of Manitoba
would also be appeanng as a delegation. She suggested adding Residents Committee
Ch¡istmas Event to the agenda under New Business.

t20
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3.

DELEGATTONS:

a)

RecYcling Council of Manitoba

RosemaryTrachseloftheRecyclingCouncilof^Manitobadistributedsurveys
l4/aste
menib.rs' views of the city or winnipeg
requesting Residents committee
asked to complete the surveys'
Minimizat¡oil,)o,rg, commitree members were

Rosemaryprovidedabriefoverviewofthisinitiativeandpromisedthe.committeea
available. she then thanked the committee
copy of ,nJril;åriir, *rr"" irrey are
for their ParticiPation'

b)

WinniPeg HYdro

Winripeg Hydro to discuss the Ea¡l Grey
Rob McKinley appeared on behaif of
eu¿it an¿, specifically, answer questions
NeigLuou.h;ãä sär.rv ¿.rso"iutlonis Lighting
;l* cãí eu.nue Buffer lighting ¡ecommendation.
;";;;;
RobexplainedHydro,sprimaryresponsibilityisroadwaylightingandthattheyalso
-- for other civic departments' Hydro
provide lighting design -- *¿ oti]ä ,.*i"",
and operating'
bídget for sEeet lighting, only maintenance
also has
"ä'"^p"ir"L

RobrespondedtoquestionsabouttheswitchfrommercuryVapourtohighpressure
to
only_upgrades lighting levels in response
sodium Ii;;;;á explained that Hydro
the EGNSA request'
requests' íuch us was the case with

LindaaskedifHydrocouldprovideadesignfortheGrantAvenuebufferwith
giíen that this design may not be funded'
minirrrum ä¿'"pìì'","i righting'aliernatives,
i5, 1995'
this could be provided, perhãps by November
Rob stated that

Cha¡thankedRobforhispresentationonbehatfofthecommittee.

c)

Michelle Ninow: Scenarios

CharintroducedMichelleNinow,aplarrrringStudent"g:Y"'-""rsityofManitoba.
Michelleproceededtooutlineherconceptusingscenariosasa.meansofreaching
,.g-aing the future of thã Fort Rouge neighbourhood'
decisions, in this
"ur"
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role, and how it
Michelle explained how the process would work, the committee'S
facing the committee.' The
could simplify some of the cãmplex decisions currently
session, where Michelle will
Residents Committee decided to schedule a workshop
15, 1995 at 6:30 p.m.
utilize the process she described, on Wednesday, November
Refreshments

will

be Provided'

to work with them'
Michelle thanked the comminee for their time a¡rd the oppornrnity

4.

MINUTES ADOPTION:
meeting were adopted unchanged
Minutes from the October 2, lgg5 Residents Comminee

Moved bY Sid K¡oker
Seconded bY Theckla Brown

.

-- Carried

a) Osborne

Village StreetscaPing

committee funding of
char read a letter from Ala¡r shepard, regarding the Residents
and

of

the festooned lighting p"f.t ,"'be locãted u-t th. "o*"r
portion of the project, an additional
Stradbrook Avenue. lnïrder to complete this
to table consideration of this item
$9,214.80 are required. The committle decideá
uniit t't. next regularly scheduled committee meeting'
Osborne Street

b) Potential Projects

MafindistributedandthenbrieflyreviewedtheFortRougeWWCRPPotential
to produce' The document
i*¡rrrr, Class D Budget documlnt P *T requested
committee at the previous
the
by
identified
includes a description-åi,it. projects
costs'
meeting, with best guess estimates of project
c) River-Osborne Community Centre Study

Lindadistributedcopiesoftheexecutivesun'maryofthestudy,forcommittee
members' information.

t22
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6.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES:

a)

EGNSA Lighting Audit
This item was tabled until the next Residents committee meeting.

7.

NEW BUSINESS:

a)

Residents Committee Christmas Event
The commiftee discussed options for when and where this year's event wouid be held'

After considering both aðtive and sedentary alternatives, Char and Tim Taylor
volunteered to investigate possibilities and report back to the committee.

8.

AGENDA PLANNING:
has
The Residerrts Committe¿ rneeiing schecluled for Wednesday. November 15, 1995
been changed.

of a regular meeting, a workshop with Michelle Ni¡ow will be held on
November 15, 1995 at 6:30 p.m. Rr:freshments will be provided (sandwiches,
Insread

PossiblY).

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday, November 2L, L995 at 7:00
to be considered include:

p.m. Items

. EGNSA Lighting Audit
. Osbome Village Streetscaping -- festooned lighting poles
. Ch¡istmas Event

9.

INFORIVTATIONSHARING:
Press
Hermi refened the committee to a¡r article in the October 26, 1995 Winnipeg Free
conceming her son's exploits in Rwanda'
250
Keith invited committec members to an exhibition of local artists at Site Gallery,

McDermot Avenue, on until December 1,1995'

through the
George informed the committee that EGNSA wiil be applying for funding
is also
association
Iïinnipeg Development Agreement Urban Safety Program. The safety
and
Transcona.
Vital,
*ortingìittr rriid"nt groups in West Broadway, Wolseley, St.

10.

ADJOIIRNMENT:
Moved bY Hermi at 9:20P'm.

t23

FCRT ROUGE MMCRP
RBSIDENTS COMMITTEE

for

meeting, scheduled Notice that the next Residents Committee
will consist of a workshop
WE,DNBSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1995,
srudent'
conducted by a Universiry of Manitoba

will begin at 6:30 p'm' (in the
The rvorkshop on November i5, 1995
Firehall,524osborne,2ndfloor).AlightSupperþrobablysandwiches)
wili be provided'
business
21, 1995 regular Residents committee
and place'
with a cornmiftee meeting at the usual time

on Tuesday, November

*i¡i.r".e

Watchyourmailboxesovertheweekendforapackageofinformation
concerning the workshoP'
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15.11.95 ScBxenro

Wonxsnop
WORKSTIEET

1

Small Group I

Most Probable Scenario: #2 &- #4 mix; also #3
discussiott: Family neighbourhood south of Corydon
Can't afford to move ou
"Pressure' from downtowtt eg. #4
Lack of money & self help ethos
See deterioration in places (Dorchester & Arburhnot)

Can't assume communiry action

#l
discussion: Village Council ldea, For¡ Rouge wide group is too big for some to get involved
Least Probable Scenario:

Larger group shoul^d not be a! llze expcnse of smaller Sroups
Funtling is a key issue - If funding drops....? perhaps will srrengthen some groups
Most Desired Scenario: #l

discussion: Lack of money could catalyze a Villagc Council
Lack of money could also force action inro little groups

Big

issues could catalyze small groups to

au ro7etller (eg. the resource directory)

Brainstorm:

"rilhat can the community change?'
Can contribute to nonpolitical leadership
Relationship between North & South Corydon

Mentorship

Individual
Traffic

awareness

Trees

Relationship with the BIZ groups

Crime (Graffiti)
"What can't the community change?"
Public tunding
Geography

Small Group 2

Most Probable Scenario: #3 (2 votes), #2 (2 votes), #1 (l vote), #4 (2 votes)
discussio¡t: rhere is a range in optimism
the communiry would not allow #4
#2 most likely because that is the way we operale, established organizations, community
involvemenr already
#3 because, similar to #2 bur with technology/ dffirent organization
rhe government will wanr organized communiry "umbrella" in order to release funding
funtling fi'om the governntent will be low so #4 is likely
I¡ will be dfficulr to get communiry organizations together
#4 because of governmert "mentaliry" - cutting budgets - unemployment

t25

Least Probable Scenario: #1 (3 votes), #4 (4 votes)

discussion: #4 don't erpecr funding to be ¡here but the communiry will
#4 a lot of participationfrom the contmuniry

be

#1 it is dificuh to ger people out, people are ofien issue oriented - ofien "against" (but not
always the case)
#4 because people ofien return to the community
Fort Rouge is more "communiry minded'

Most Desired Scenario: #1 (7 votes) #3 (5 votes)

discussion: communiry involvement is the faaor
believe in the funding of a communiry

#I is the ideal

#3 could live wirh
oprions are limited without furuling
cc¿,, still plan together if funding is not available
Changes to the Scenarios:

Ralph Klein as Prime Minister
Brainstorm:

"What can the community change?"
community involvement
community organization that helps facilitate community involvement; brings cohesion to smaller groups
community leadership - community has a level of control
groups advocating projects - even if there is not total community cohesion

"\ilhat can"t the community change?"
legal status of the Village Council is beyond community control
funding - not within community control, the issue is access
,4dd iri onal D

is

cussion

could be a combination (one in the middle) of all the scenarios
scenarios v,ill not be static - changes will occur - transitio¡t
question: Were are we nov,? Wat do people ¡hink? What quadrant are we in?
quesrion: Wen is the Residents Committee mandate over?
Plenarv - a synthesis

& summary of the two small groups' work

Most Probable Scenario: #2 &- #3
I-east Probable Scenario:

#l & #4

Most Desirable Scenario: #1, (#3)
Changes to the Scenarios: Ralph Klein as Prime Minister

Brainstorm:

"\ilhat can the community change?"
level of involvement
community leadership
funding (through elections)
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(#l -

7 votes)

mentorship - sharing knowledge
relations with the BIZ groups
safety

traffic
trees

"What can't the community change?"
legality of the Village Council
govemment funding
geography - layout

WORKSTMET 2
Scenario

#l

(small group 2)

is not probable
is desirable
Types of projects to do now:
(to achieve this scenario)
projects that will facilitate a Village Council (encourage people in place)
process oriented projects

- in order to have community work continued

information data base (not necessarily a kiosk)
legacy of committee work
projects that will have an immediate impact
lobby for government funding - process- Fort Rouge wide

#l

is a process oriented scenario, need committees which are cohesive & community oriented

community-wide projects (eg zoning, community safety)
capital projects that address immediate "need" - priorize 'need"
Types of projects to do later:
Capital works

Funher discussio¡t: This is a dfficult process to work through. There is a problem with identifying the
probabiliry anà desirabiliry of a scenario. It makes it more dfficuh to come up with rypes of projects.
Scenario #2 (Group 1)

is probable

is not desirable (because of

its

fractured qualiry)

Types of projects to do now:

(to avoid this scenario)
Resource and information projects
Community-wide impactiinterest projects (eg.safety
"Recognition " projects
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& traffic)

Process

& program type projects - community consultation

Types of projects to leave for later:
Special interest initiatives
I-andscaping type

Anything that could be picked up by home owners
Projects which are contingent on funding
Projects which can be facilitated but are not contingent on funding (eg. can be carried out by others)
Scenario #3 (Group
is probable

l)

is desirable
Types of projects to do now:
(to achieve this scenario)
Partnership builders
Infrastructure

Big capital projects
Broad appeal(eg. safety)

Community builders (Directory) - info
Make sure groups know about each other - info
Process
Sense

&

programs

of community builders

Types of projects to leave for later:
Forestry

Home improvement

Traffic
Lighting

?

Zoning
The ones which do not require so much money but do need coordinated community action
Scenario #4 (Group 2)

is not desirable
is not probable
Types of projects to do now:

(to avoid this scenario)
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Process projects (eg. zoning recommendations, facilitate private investment in the community)

Need to ensure that community based organizations are stable to avoid this furure
Types of programs/organizations that bring families into the neighbourhood & keep families in the area
(eg. capital projects - housing, traffic, trees & parks)
Want to get as much done as quick as possible
Types of projects to leave for later:
Be¿uti fi cation proj ects
I

Things that do not make a big impact on the quality of life (eg. planting flowers around the hydro
station, interpretive plaques, bike racks - if there is a good relationship with the business community
maybe they could pay for these things)
Plenar.v

- a synthesis & summary of the two small groups' work

Projects To Do Now þeþre the end of the MNICRP nandate in Fort Rouge)

- Process oriented projects; l) building partnerships which will continue on post M/!VCRP; 2)
process projects, as opposed to capital projects (eg. zoning recommendations); 4 scenarios
- Information projects; l) to communicate what the Fort Rouge M/WCRP has done to people in
the future: 2) to promote communication within the community now; 3 scenarios

- Community-wide projects (eg. safety or traffic); 3 scenarios

- Capital projects; 2 scenarios
Projects Which Could Be Done Later (afier the MnvCRP mandate in Fort Rouge)

-

smaller forestry, landscaping, and beautification projects (this does not include parks);

3

scenarios

-

projects which involve assistance

&

funding from other sources (eg. civic departments);

3

scenarios

-

projects which focus on a specific interest
improvement initiatives); 3 scenarios

&

are not community-wide (this includes home

Action Plan
Make a presentation at the next committee meeting and brief the rest of the Committee about the
workshop findings.
Attach specifrc M^VCRP projects to the types which have been identified'
Make decisions about the 'non-capital" projects (process oriented).
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MEMORANDUM
Staff

TO:

Neìghbourhood Ptogìorns

FROM:

Lindø Nng

DATE:

January 2,1996

RE:

Futu¡e Scenario llorhs hop
Monday, January Er1996
Fort Rouge Síte Office

(see

distribution lÍst)

Michelle Ninow, graduare studenr in the deparunent of City planning at the University of
Manitoba will be facilitating a workshop for our staff using furu¡e scenarios as a planning tool

in

communiry-based decision making.

This tool was implemenred with the Fort Rouge NIWCRP Residents Committee in November
'95 to assisr trem in determining priorities for project finrding as we head into ou¡ ñnal year
of the program. Comminee members found the process useful and recommendd that it
would have beneficial applicauons for commiftees in other program areas, panicu.larly during
development of the neighbou¡hood strategy and/or upon its completion and approval by our
funding pa¡hers.
The workshop

will start promptly at 9:00

a-m. ard

will

conclude by noon.

will include ( not necessarily in the order written):
.{ brief descriprioo of the future sce¡a¡io technique, who uses ùern,

Forma¡ for the morning

ar¡d examples

of

cruTent uses.

A

presentationrdiscussion on how to use úte fun¡¡e scenario technique in community

based decision making

A presentation on how to write a set of scenarios and conduct a workshop
Michelle has been asked ro lead us through a set of scena¡ios to experience first

hand

how this planning tool works.
the conclusron of the workshop we will be given a guidebook prepared by Michelle to
assist us in the development of fr¡rure scenario proc€sses wiürin ou¡ respective
neighbourhoodV programs.

At
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